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Abstract

This thesis presents mainly two methodologies for achieving practical invisibility

cloaking. Thus, using commercial technologies, devices that are good approxima-

tions to an ideal cloak can be achieved - a cloak that is omnidirectional, broadband,

operational for the visible spectrum, three-dimensional (3D), and phase-matching

for the light field, among other attributes. We first describe ‘paraxial cloaking,’

where cloaking is considered as an imaging system. The small-angle (‘paraxial’)

formalism provides a first-order design requirement for any ‘perfect’ cloaking de-

vice. A ray optics four-lens cloak (called the “Rochester Cloak”) is experimentally

demonstrated, followed by theoretical work to match the phase for the entire vis-

ible spectrum. To extend our broadband, paraxial cloak to larger viewing angles,

we then discretize space, angle, spectrum, and phase to approximate an ideal,

omnidirectional cloak. Such ‘discretized cloaking’ is experimentally demonstrated

as a digital cloak, where commercially available digital image capture and display

technologies are used. In particular, we demonstrate an active cloak that uses

lenticular lenslet arrays, similar to integral imaging for 3D displays. The ‘digital

integral cloak’ we demonstrate is dynamic, but requires a time delay for image

capture and processing, and is two-dimensional (2D) without phase-matching.

Continuing improvements in commercial digital technology and computational

power will minimize the resolution limitations of a digital cloak and enhance its

processing speed. Thus, a wearable cloak can then be practically realized in the

future.
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ing a temporal cloaking paper. His first ideas for cloaking were unidirectional ray

optics cloaks, which he built three versions with his sons, in particular with his

oldest son Benjamin. One cloak used a glass tank filled with water, another used

Fresnel lenses, and the other used mirrors. All of these cloaks could hide centime-

ter to meter size objects, but only for one viewing angle. Their work was initially

published on the arXiv in June, 2013, and generated a large interest from the

public after an MIT Technology Review article. I was later asked to run some

simulations of these cloaking systems using CODE V, as I was the only Optics

student in the group. With these simulations and some revisions, the final paper

was published in Applied Optics [4].

In the winter of 2013, we then set out to derive an invisibility cloak that would

work for multiple viewing angles, and specifically for a continuous range of angles.

Again, Professor Howell conceived the initial idea for a multidirectional cloak with

two lenses and three mirrors. I then used CODE V to simulate the rays travers-

ing the system to see if it worked. Realizing that there was potential, I then

tried to optimize the system for cloaking. I quickly realized we needed to develop

even a basic theory to describe cloaking, in order to know what metrics to use

for optimization. I then considered cloaking as an imaging problem, which was

a small but I think novel and significant approach, compared to what was done

before with scientific cloaking. As an initial step in this direction, I went back to
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the first-order equations, which Professor Julie Bentley regularly emphasized as

the first steps for lens designing in her course. I applied geometric optics, specif-

ically ‘paraxial’ (small-angle) ray optics propagation using ABCD ‘ray transfer’

matrices. This required defining what a cloaking device should be, which I did

generally as well as to first-order. This allowed me to optimize our initial design

and discover to my excitement that I could exactly match the required cloaking

ABCD matrix. I tried building the original design after some optimization, but

then we realized it would only work for two-dimensions (2D) with off-the-shelf

optics. I was eager to demonstrate this 2D version and publish the theory, but

Professor Howell had higher standards which proved to be prescient. He sug-

gested we investigate whether simple lenses could be used for cloaking, even if the

center-axis may not be cloaked. He took the initiative to look into 3 lenses, and

quickly showed how it could cloak to some degree. Inspired by Professor Howell’s

persistence and kindness, I tackled the problem of finding the simplest possible

cloaking device for three-dimensions (3D), with renewed confidence. I then solved

for systems with 1 to 4 lenses, and showed that at least 4 lenses are required, if

using only lenses, to build an ideal cloak. I applied the paraxial theory to simu-

lations in CODE V for various lenses, and built a few iterations of both a 3 lens

‘cloak’ and a 4 lens cloak. The 3 lens version worked decently without achromats,

but the 4 lens version required achromatic doublets to generate reasonable images

of the background. After I set up and aligned the experimental demonstrations,

Professor Howell and I made the experimental measurements. I wrote the final

paper with revisions from Professor Howell [5]. In my opinion, the paraxial ray

optics cloaking work successfully combined and utilized the talents and skills of

both Professor Howell and myself. It was a synergistic outcome, where the project

would have remained incomplete and unsolved without either one of us working

together. Shortly after the publication of our “paraxial ray optics cloaking” pa-

per [5], Professor Howell came up with an idea to use mirrors for cloaking the
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center-axis region of the Rochester Cloak. This is described in Section 2.3.3.

I would like to also acknowledge the helpful geometric optics discussions with

Aaron Bauer, Robert Gray, and Kyle Fuerschbach who helped me refine the theory

and simulations for our paraxial ray optics cloaking work. In particular, Aaron

has consistently been open to helping me with optics, designing, and metrology

questions throughout my stay in Rochester. Greg Howland gave the idea for tak-

ing a long-exposure photo of our setup with a laser beam passing through it. The

wide coverage by the media was possible through the first-rated materials (pho-

tos, videos, articles, and connections) provided by University of Communications

(University of Rochester), led by Larry Arbeiter. Media coverage began shortly

after we posted our paper in the arXiv in September, 2014, first by Alan Boyle

of NBC News. The 4 lens cloak was named the “Rochester Cloak” by David

Barnstone, of University Communications, who wrote the press release for our

paper and a Do-It-Yourself (DIY) procedure that has been used by many in the

public. In addition, Leonor Sierra and Matthew Mann planned and produced

the viral videos about the Rochester Cloak. Adam Fenster’s iconic photographs

of the Rochester Cloak cloaking my hand or eye were immediately picked up by

Reuters. The Reuters article by Caurie Putnam was published on a Friday night

in September, 2014, and seemed to have been the cause for the Rochester Cloak

trending over Facebook for that weekend, followed by international and local news

coverage and invitations.

Scientific cloaking, in particular Transformation Optics cloaking, require the

full phase and amplitude to match. I had been thinking about how to connect

our paraxial ray optics cloaking to transformation optics but wasn’t exactly sure

how to extend ray optics cloaking to match the full-field phase. While working

on Gaussian beam propagation for using Gouy phase for cross-phase modulation,

I went through the derivation of paraxial beam propagation carefully and in de-

tail. I then realized that the correct absolute phase of field propagation through
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an optical system was the missing piece for connecting ray optics to ‘full-field’

(matching phase + amplitude) cloaking. After sharing this with Professor How-

ell, I derived the theory to match the phase for a paraxial ray optics cloak. I

then used Mathematica to calculate the required index of refraction dispersion. I

even attempted (unsuccessfully) at making a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to test

phase-matching using our original Rochester Cloak and a Soleil-Babinet compen-

sator. Since the required material to match the phase was not easy to obtain, I

wrote the theoretical paper without any experimental demonstration, under Pro-

fessor Howell’s supervision [6]. Professor Allan Greenleaf, a mathematician who is

himself a well-known expert in cloaking, helped me understand some background

on Calderons inverse problem and uniqueness theorems for the paper. Professor

James Fienup provided discussions and feedback on field propagation.

Shortly after publishing our paraxial ray optics cloaking paper, Professor How-

ell had several ideas on how to create large field-of-view (FOV) cloaks using active

equipment. One was the same as demonstrated in the movie, “Mission: Impossible

Ghost Protocol,” where an eye-tracker is used to provide multidirectional cloaking

for one observer. We tried various approximations to this but have not published

our implementations. Other ideas of Professor Howell included using lenticular

lenses to propagate rays for cloaking. This would allow multiple observers, or

observation from multiple locations, for the cloak. We later found out that our

method used was called ‘Integral Imaging’ when used for 3D displays. Professor

Howell demonstrated such a cloak using Mathematica to process interlaced images

of a 2D plane object. To increase resolution of the images, he also demonstrated a

static cloak where a lenticular lens sheet was overlayed on an interlaced image that

was printed with a high density printer. Soon after Professor Howell announced

he had ideas for large FOV cloaks, but without disclosing how they worked, I

independently derived my own version. This came up as I was contemplating

ways to make a wearable cloak, in answer to a question posed by a journalist from
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Nautilus magazine. I realized that discretizing space will allow a wearable cloak

to be made, which I later generalized to ‘discretized cloaking’ for arbitrary shapes.

Such cloaks can work for all viewing angles (omnidirectional), albeit in discrete

steps. When I proposed this to Professor Howell, I also suggested that a proces-

sor to compute the proper ray propagations could be used, which with sensors

can allow for creating a cloak that can change shapes dynamically. My idea for

discretizing a cloak was to use detectors and emitters on curved surfaces, which

I later improved to be more like a set of pin-hole cameras. I found out that such

structures were very similar to what Lippman suggested for his original ‘Integral

Photography’ around 1908-1911. We began implementing Professor Howell’s idea

using cylindrical lenticular lenses on digital display monitors/screens. I initially

demonstrated a version that used a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera to rotate and

capture images, but this was not quite what we needed for cloaking. Professor

Howell suggested using a camera mounted on a mechanical slider, to scan hori-

zontally across the objects in the background. This has been the preferred choice

of capturing images for our 2D ‘digital integral cloak,’ for which I demonstrated

a dynamic version in collaboration with Professor Howell [7]. Professor Howell

provided some of the initial ideas, funding, and I developed the theory, algo-

rithm, coding, and demonstration. Again, Leonor Sierra, Matthew Mann, and

Adam Fenster from University Communications have provided the press release

and plans, videos, and photos, respectively for the media.
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1 Introduction

Optical spatial cloaking has captured the imagination of both the popular culture

and scientific communities in our attempts to make invisible what is visible [8].

Characters that have devices or powers that allow them to be invisible, or ma-

gicians who use techniques and setups to make objects or humans disappear can

be easily found in fictional literature, history, and in modern day. Aside from

satisfying human curiosity, there are many practical applications for invisibility

cloaking. These include making objects or space undetectable from observation

for stealth purposes, allowing waves (acoustic, oceanic, seismic) to move around

a region without disturbing it, or to make objects unseen for aesthetic or design

purposes. Another side of invisibility cloaking includes making objects or regions

visible, which may have been obstructed or obscured. For example, cargo that

a truck may be carrying can be cloaked to allow the driver to see through and

behind it, a surgeon could cloak his/her hand to see the surgical area unhindered,

or walls can be turned into windows to save insulation costs.

1.1 Scientific Cloaking Background

Much scientific progress has been made recently in invisibility cloaking since the

seminal works of Leonhardt [9] and Pendry, Schurig, and Smith [10]. They pro-
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vided a theoretical framework to create a curved space for electromagnetic fields,

by carefully constructing materials using coordinate transformations. This field

has been called ‘transformation optics,’ since coordinate transformations were

used to design the necessary material properties that morphed space for light

[11, 12]. Transformation optics requires artificial electric and/or magnetic ma-

terials (called ‘metamaterials’). However, experimental realization of these ideas

has been difficult, due to the need for its narrow-band spectrum, infinite phase

velocity (or negative index to compensate this), and anisotropy in the theory.

Perhaps most importantly, creating the required spatial distribution of metama-

terials, their anisotropy, and causality, limit the spectrum to single frequencies,

or to a narrow bandwidth, and is particularly difficult to manufacture for visible

frequencies [8, 11].

Nonetheless, inspired by transformation optics, there have been tremendous

advances in cloaking. These include two-dimensional microwave cloaks [13, 14],

cloaking from scattering cancellation [15, 16], and even cloaking in time [17, 18]

or from seismic waves [19]. A few groups have been able to cloak millimeter- to

centimeter-sized objects as well, using birefringent materials [20, 21]. In these

developments to implement practical cloaks, Zhang has observed a shift from

traditional metamaterials, to polymers, and to natural materials, suggesting that

traditional optics can help to develop market-ready cloaking technologies [12].

In fact, to overcome the metamaterial requirements and to extend cloaking to a

broadband, visible regime for large objects, researchers have recently looked to ray

optics for cloaking [4, 22, 23]. In these cloaks, the amplitude and direction of light

fields are considered, as opposed to the full preservation of fields (amplitude and

phase) of transformation optics. These designs have been able to cloak centimeter-

[22] to meter-sized [4] objects with commonly available optics. Yet, these schemes

work only for unidirectionally incident light, or for discrete angles only, as they

are not designed for continuously multidirectional cloaking, and they can have
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non-unity magnifications [4, 22, 23]. For off-axis, non-zero angles, the background

images show distortion and positional shifts. This may not be clear when the

background is close to the cloaking device [22], but becomes particularly evident

when they are far apart. In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 1 of Reference [4],

rays that propagate through these cloaks, but go through the center at non-zero

angles, can actually enter the cloaking region, effectively uncloaking the space.

Invisibility efforts by scientists have focused on building a broadband, omni-

directional cloaking device. Such a cloak that works in macroscopic dimensions,

for the entire visible spectrum, with the full-field of light may be considered an

‘ideal’ cloaking device [24]. Much of the scientific work on cloaking has retained

the omnidirectionality and full-field (amplitude and phase of light waves) nature

of transformation optics [24]. With this, to make forays into large bandwidths

in the visible spectrum, researchers have built reflecting ‘carpet’ cloaks that hide

objects under a surface [25–29], proposed non-Euclidean geometry mapping [30],

and suggested strongly diamagnetic superconductors [31].

Simultaneously, researchers have investigated the fundamental limits on band-

widths for these omnidirectional cloaks. It is generally agreed that causality re-

quires such cloaking of a non-zero volume, either passive or active [32], to be only

possible for single frequencies [33]. Chen et al. showed that zero scattering cross-

section of a cloaked object (for an omnidirectional transformation optics cloak in

two-dimensions (2D)) cannot be attained by neighboring frequencies of the target

frequency, no matter how narrow the bandwidth [34]. They then derived an up-

per bound for the bandwidth that was proportional to the scattering cross-section

radius. Hashemi et al. have also provided a theoretical bound for transforma-

tion optics cloaks, even if perfectly manufactured, which shows increased imper-

fections for increasing bandwidth [35]. Derived from causality, their “diameter-

bandwidth product” limit states that the effective bandwidth is inversely pro-

portional to the cloaked object diameter. They suspect a similar sensitivity to
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‘carpet cloaks’ as well. Similarly, Monticone and Alù showed that any linear, pas-

sive, non-diamagnetic cloak must increase the overall scattering, compared to an

uncloaked object, when integrated over all wavelengths [36]. Even if scattering is

suppressed in a finite bandwidth, this will need to be “paid back” in the rest of

the spectrum. On the other hand, Leonhardt and Tyc’s broadband solution is a

three-dimensional (3D), anisotropic cloak [30]. Their “price to pay for practical

invisibility” is relaxing the full-field requirement to allow time delays. So broad

bandwidth and omnidirectionality appear to be the main competing elements for

ideal invisibility cloaking, as both seem unachievable simultaneously [6, 37]. Thus,

to demonstrate cloaking, researchers have relaxed, and continue to relax, these or

other ideal characteristics. Some of these efforts have yielded a unidirectional

phase-matching cloak [14], and a cylindrical cloak for light through a diffusive

medium [38].

1.2 Our Approach to Cloaking

In light of the broadband difficulties imposed by omnidirectional field cloaking,

Hashemi et al. suggested that a precise understanding of when the cloaking prob-

lem can become easy, would be valuable [35]. What they considered in their

conclusion was restricting the incident waves and/or observation, by limiting the

angles and/or phase requirements. They considered knowing what cloak was the

“weakest” relaxed, yet still practical for large objects, to be valuable, due to the

difficulties of transformation optics cloaks. Our ray optics cloaking demonstra-

tion, to be discussed in Chapter 2, relaxed both of these parameters, and showed

that only four lenses were needed for 3D, stand-alone cloaking for small ranges of

angles [5]. This paraxial cloak was the simplest design we found that used only

isotropic, off-the-shelf optics, designed for the entire visible spectrum.

Despite the advances in cloaking, a 3D multidirectional cloak had been elusive
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prior to our work [5]. As shown by Wolf and Habashy [39] and Nachman [40], no

isotropic cloaking scheme can hide an object from all viewing angles. Their works

answered a question that stemmed from Devaney [41], who elegantly showed how

to mathematically construct potentials with zero scattering fields, hence invisible.

However, Devaney’s result was for a finite number of discrete directions, and not

for a continuous range of angles.

Our approach has been to begin with broadband cloaking for the entire visible

spectrum, but within the paraxial approximation, then to expand the cloaked

size and angles [42]. This is typically the method used in optical engineering, as

increasing the field-of-view (angles) and/or numerical aperture (refractive index

multiplied by the solid angle of the accepted light) can be challenging [43]. So in

this paper, we use the definition for “cloak” that is to “hide,” since the cloaked

object is not necessarily covered in all directions as if by a garment. In addition,

what may be considered new for the field of cloaking was that we considered it as

an imaging problem, rather than a design for materials to control electromagnetic

fields.

1.3 Clarification of Cloaking Terminology

1.3.1 Ideal Cloak

An ‘ideal’ invisibility cloak can be considered to be broadband, omnidirectional,

3D, macroscopic, operational in the visible spectrum, and with matching of phase

for the full-field of light [8, 24].

1.3.2 Defining “Cloak”

We first clarify what we mean by a “cloak” in this thesis. Rather than the com-

monly used definition of a wearable clothing, we use the other definition of “cloak,”
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which is to “hide.” In this regard, our use of “cloaking” includes a broad meaning

of “invisibility.”

1.4 Outline of thesis

The outline of this thesis is briefly discussed. Chapter 1 provided an introduction

to possible merits and history of invisibility cloaking, as well as background re-

search found in the scientific literature. Chapter 2 then simplifies cloaking to its

first order approximation- a ‘paraxial’ propagation of rays, to gain insights for how

a ‘perfect’ cloak would behave in this limit. Chapter 3 extends the formalism of

Chapter 2 to the “full-field” by matching the phase for a paraxial cloak. Chapter

4 provides a new, perhaps practical, approach to achieving omnidirectional cloaks

by considering discretization of space. Lastly, the Conclusion summarizes and

provides some insights into our attempts to achieve practical invisibility cloaking.
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2 Paraxial Ray Optics Cloaking

[5]

Despite much interest and progress in optical spatial cloaking, a three-dimensional

(3D), transmitting, continuously multidirectional cloak in the visible regime had

not yet been demonstrated prior to our work, to our knowledge. In this chapter,

we experimentally demonstrate such a cloak using ray optics, albeit with some

edge effects. Our device requires no new materials, uses isotropic off-the-shelf

optics, scales easily to cloak arbitrarily large objects, and is as broadband as the

choice of optical material, all of which have been challenges for current cloaking

schemes. In addition, we provide a concise formalism that quantifies and produces

perfect optical cloaks in the small-angle (‘paraxial’) limit.

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we demonstrate a ray optics cloak that is designed for continuously

multidirectional angles in 3D (See Fig. 2.1). This is the first such device, to our

knowledge, for transmitting rays in the visible regime. It also uses off-the-shelf

isotropic optics, scales easily to arbitrarily large sizes, has unity magnification,

and is as broadband as the optical material used. Thus, many of the difficulties

encountered in invisibility cloaking schemes so far are solved, albeit with edge
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effects that are present. We also provide a concise and effective formalism, using

Figure 2.1: Example of a practical paraxial cloak. (a)-(c) A hand is cloaked for varying

directions, while the background image is transmitted properly (See Reference [5] Media 1 and

Media 2 for videos). (d) On-axis view of the ray optics cloaking device. (e) Setup using

practical, easy to obtain optics, for demonstrating paraxial cloaking principles. (Photos by J.

Adam Fenster, videos by Matthew Mann / University of Rochester)

ray optics, to describe all perfect optical cloaks in the small-angle (‘paraxial’)

limit. We apply our formalism to general optical systems up to four lenses, and

show what systems can be considered ‘perfect’ paraxial cloaks for rays.

2.2 Theoretical formalism

To begin, we use a slightly different philosophy than transformation optics. Rather

than starting with the bending or reshaping of the space for fields, we first consider

replacing the cloaking space entirely. If the cloaking device can be replaced in a

simple manner, then engineering every field to move around the cloaked space

may be unnecessary, or automatic. This can be accomplished by considering the

cloaking device as an optical system that images the background. Our scope is

http://www.osapublishing.org/viewmedia.cfm?uri=oe-22-24-29465-1
http://www.osapublishing.org/viewmedia.cfm?uri=oe-22-24-29465-2
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limited to ray optics, so we do not attempt to preserve the complete phase of the

fields.

2.2.1 Exploring the meaning of a “cloak”

Let’s suppose we have a black box that is to hide an object in its space. Let’s first

discuss what a ‘perfect,’ or ‘ideal,’ cloaking box would do to light rays as seen by

an observer. An obvious first requirement is that any cloaking system must have

a non-zero volume to hide an object. In addition to this, we may initially try to

make a box such that light does not ‘see’ it. Thus, we would attempt to remove

the space of the box. If this is done, then light rays entering the box should exit

the box exactly as it entered. This is called an “identity transformation.” Just

like particles are described by their positions and momenta, light rays can also

be described by their positions and angles of direction. So for a box that is an

identity transformation, the positions and angles of the light rays will not change

(See Figure 2.2 (a)).

What is the physical effect of removing the box volume? The exiting rays,

as seen by an observer, will be closer, by the length of the box (See Figure 2.2

(b)). Thus, an object behind the device will appear to be closer than its actual

location. The mirror device in Figure 9 of our paper [4] is a box that is almost

like an identity transformation, but it adds distance instead, making the object

behind it to appear farther away.

The identity transformation is a good candidate for a cloaking box. It is not

quite how a cloak should work, however. If we did have a perfectly cloaking box,

then it should make objects appear exactly where they are. In fact, a perfect

cloak should act the same way as if it was filled with the surrounding medium.

So to cloak in air, the black box should act like it was air (See Figure 2.2 (c)).

This is then a necessary condition for defining a ‘perfect cloak’ for ray optics- it
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Figure 2.2: Possible candidates for ray optics cloaking. (a) A black box that is an

identity transformation. Three rays of light enter the box from the left. They exit (to the right)

with the same positions and directions. (b) How an observer views an identity transformation

box. An object behind the box will appear to be closer than its real position, by the length of

the box. (c) A black box that is a ‘perfect’ cloak. Rays propagate through the box as if the box

was filled with the surrounding medium.
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behaves as if its space was replaced by the surrounding medium, for all light rays

entering it.

2.2.2 Defining a ‘perfect’ cloak

We summarize the conditions for defining a ‘perfect,’ or ‘ideal,’ cloaking device.

The obvious first requirement is that a ‘perfect’ cloak must have a non-zero volume

to hide an object. Second, such a cloak should act the same way as if it was not

there. This is equivalent to the device being replaced completely by the ambient

medium. These two conditions then are sufficient and necessary for defining a

‘perfect cloak’ in general. For such, both the cloaked object and the cloaking

device are invisible [9, 13].

We now discuss what a perfect cloak would do to light rays in the ray optics

picture. According to our definition, such a device should behave as if its space

was replaced by the surrounding medium. Then, the ray angles exiting the device

would not change, but the ray positions do shift (See Fig. 2.3(a)). The image of

an object behind the device, as seen by an observer, would be identical to the

object itself. This implies that the image location, size, shape, and color should

be exactly that of the actual object. A perfect ray optics cloak would generate

images with unity magnification, zero transverse and longitudinal shifts, and no

aberrations, i.e., no changes, compared to the actual object, for all ray positions

and directions.

2.2.3 Quantifying a perfect paraxial cloak

So far, our definition of a ‘perfect’ cloak was applicable generally. We will now

develop a formalism using geometric optics, to quantify this definition in the

paraxial approximation. To first-order approximation, called the “paraxial ap-

proximation,” light rays are assumed to deviate minimally from the center axis of
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Figure 2.3: Investigating ‘perfect’ paraxial cloaking with rays. (a) A ‘perfect’ ray

optics cloaking box. Rays exit the box as if the box was filled with the surrounding medium. Non-

zero volume inside hides an object. Angles do not change, but the positions shift proportionally

to the ray angles and box length. The image seen by the observer should match the object

exactly. (b)-(d) Diagrams for a two lens (b), three lens (c), or four lens (d) system. f ’s

are the focal lengths, t’s are the distances between the elements. (e) All possible four lens,

symmetric, perfect paraxial cloaks for rays. Plot of t1/f2 (solid), t2/f2 (dashed), and L/f2

(dotted) as a function of a ≡ f1/f2. Assumed symmetric left and right halves (f1 = f4, f2 = f3,

and t1 = t3). L is the total length of the system. The physical feasibility and presence of a

non-empty cloaking region must be checked separately.
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the system. Hence, it is a small-angle approximation. In this regime, also known

as “Gaussian optics” [44], propagation of light rays through an optical system can

be described by ‘ABCD’ matrices (see Fig. A.1 in Appendix A.1) [45, 46]. Be-

cause a perfect cloaking device simply replicates the ambient medium throughout

its volume, its ABCD matrix is just a ‘translation matrix’:A B

C D


perfect cloak

=

1 L/n

0 1

 . (2.1)

L is the length of the cloaking system, and n is the index of refraction of the

surrounding medium (For a nonuniform ambient medium, see Equation (A.5) in

Appendix A.2).

Equation (2.1) is at the heart of this work. Since any paraxial system can be

written with ABCD matrices, if an optical system meets Equation (2.1) and has

a cloaking region, then it is a perfect paraxial cloak. Any ‘perfect’ cloak should

also be perfect in first-order, so Equation (2.1) is a necessary condition for all such

cloaks. Note that this does not violate the findings by Wolf and Habashy [39] and

Nachman [40] since this is a paraxial approximation, and hence does not work

for large angles. However, we show this to be a surprisingly effective condition,

despite its simplicity.

Because ABCD matrices have a determinant of 1, Equation (2.1) gives only

three conditions to be satisfied: B = L/n, C = 0, and either A = 1 or D = 1.

Note that a perfect cloaking system is “afocal” (C = 0), meaning the optical

system has no net focusing power. So an object at infinity will be imaged to

infinity. This is helpful for the design process, since an afocal condition can be

easily checked.

It is worth distinguishing a ‘perfect’ paraxial cloak (Equation (2.1)) from a

‘perfect’ cloak. In the paraxial regime, ray optics is used, there are no aberrations

by definition, and sags or edges of optics are ignored because of the small-angle
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limit [46, 47]. However, real optics are not paraxial only, so a perfect paraxial

cloak will have aberrations (non-ideal images), and unwanted rays may be visible

near the edges (what we term as ‘edge effects’). On the other hand, a ‘perfect’

cloak would hide an object entirely from the full field (amplitude and phase), so no

changes to the field can be observed, including any aberrations. These distinctions

do go away for small-angle, nearly on-axis rays, and large optics.

2.2.4 Designing a perfect paraxial cloak with rays

It is not obvious that an optical system can satisfy Equation (2.1), despite con-

taining a cloaking region. The discussion and conditions for a ‘perfect cloak’ may

have little meaning unless a physical solution actually does exist. We will now

carefully build general optical systems, to see whether a perfect paraxial cloak

can be designed with rays. We attempt to find the simplest nontrivial solution,

so we will only consider rotationally symmetric systems with thin lenses, and in

free space with n = 1.(Our initial multidirectional design was not rotationally

symmetric in 3D. This is presented in Appendix C.1.)

The ABCD matrix for one thin lens is given byA B

C D


thin lens

=

 1 0

−1/f 1

 , (2.2)

where f is the focal length of the lens. We can easily see that Equation (2.1) will

only be satisfied if f = ±∞, i.e. the lens has no optical power (it’s flat). This has

no cloaking region and no optical effect.

For the following, we will use f ’s to denote the focal lengths, and t’s to denote

the distances between the optical elements (Fig. 2.3(b)-(d)). The ABCD matrix
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for a two lens system (Fig. 2.3(b)) is 1 0

−1/f2 1

 .
1 t

0 1

 .
 1 0

−1/f1 1

 =

 1− t/f1 t

−(f1 + f2 − t)/(f1f2) 1− t/f2

 . (2.3)

Equation (2.1) will only be satisfied if f1 = f2 = ±∞. This is a system that is

essentially made of empty space only, quite literally, again with no cloaking region

nor optical effect.

A three lens system (Fig. 2.3(c)) has the following ABCD matrix: 1 0

−1/f3 1

.
1 t2

0 1

.
 1 0

−1/f2 1

.
1 t1

0 1

.
 1 0

−1/f1 1

. (2.4)

We can solve for f2 by setting C = 0:

f2 = −(f1 − t1)(f3 − t2)

f1 + f3 − t1 − t2
. (2.5)

Using Equation (2.5), the ABCD matrix becomesf3(f1−t1)
f1(f3−t2)

t1 + t2 + t1t2
(f1+f3−t1−t2)
(f1−t1)(f3−t2)

0 f1(f3−t2)
f3(f1−t1)

 . (2.6)

Requiring B = t1 + t2 then gives

t1t2
(f1 + f3 − t1 − t2)

(f1 − t1)(f3 − t2)
= 0. (2.7)

However, this is only true if t1 = 0, or t2 = 0, or if (f1 +f3− t1− t2) = 0. The first

two cases give the two lens system which we already showed cannot be a perfect

cloak. The last case makes f2 →∞, which also turns this system into a two lens

system.

Although a three lens system cannot be a perfect cloak, it can asymptotically

approach a paraxial one. For simplicity, let us consider the case with symmetric

halves (f1 = f3, t1 = t2). Then, Equation (2.5) becomes

f2 = (t1 − f1)/2, (2.8)
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and Equation (2.7) becomes

2t21/(f1 − t1) = 0. (2.9)

So for f1 � t1, both Equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be satisfied in this limit. We

will demonstrate the practicality of this case later.

Lastly, we consider a four lens system (Fig. 2.3(d)). We desire to undo any

changes that the first half of our system makes, as a possible strategy to make

the system behave as if absent. This can be done by making the second half

symmetric to the first half (f1 = f4, f2 = f3, t1 = t3). We then require A = 1

and C = 0 for such a four lens ABCD matrix. Both conditions are conveniently

satisfied by

t1 = f1 + f2. (2.10)

With Equation (2.10), the ABCD matrix becomes1 f1(−2t21 + f1(2t1 + t2))/(f1 − t1)2

0 1

 . (2.11)

We can now set B = (2t1 + t2), and solve for t2:

t2 = 2f2(f1 + f2)/(f1 − f2). (2.12)

We have finally found an exact solution for Equation (2.1). At least four lenses

are required for a perfect paraxial cloak, for a rotationally symmetric lens-only

system. With Equations (2.10) and (2.12), the total length is

L = 2t1 + t2 = 2f1(f1 + f2)/(f1 − f2). (2.13)

We plotted t1, t2, and L (Equations (2.10), (2.12), and (2.13)) in Fig. 2.3(e).

The figure describes all possible symmetric, four lens, perfect paraxial cloaks using

rays. For now, we note only a few points of interest. We can see that when
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f1 → −f2, the system approaches a one lens system (t1 = t2 = L = 0). The two

extrema for L, seen in Fig. 2.3(e), occur when

f1 = (1±
√

2)f2. (2.14)

Although these solutions satisfy Equation (2.1) mathematically, checks must be

made to ensure they contain a finite cloaking region and are physically feasible.

2.3 Experiments and simulations

We now demonstrate two cloaks using the paraxial cloaking formalism that was

developed. Recall that our formalism was for rotationally symmetric systems.

Hence, to show continuous multidirectionality in 3D, we need only demonstrate the

cloaking effect by varying angles along one transverse direction. Viewing angles

along all other transverse directions, spanning a 3D range of incident angles, are

the same due to rotational symmetry.

2.3.1 Three lens cloak

The cloaking region for our lens designs depend on what incident angles, or “field-

of-view,” are allowed. To view the size of the cloaking space, we provide ray-trace

simulations using CODE V. We first simulate a three lens cloak with symmetric

left and right halves (Fig. 2.4(a),(b)). Recall that this system approaches a perfect

paraxial cloak as its length goes to zero. Details of both the three lens and four

lens setups are provided in Appendix B.1. The size of the ray bundle entering the

system (“entrance pupil”) was set to the first lens diameter in our experimental

setup (75 mm). The field-of-view is −3.5◦ to 3.5◦. The cloaking region is between

the lenses and is the ring-shaped region where no rays pass. Fig. 2.4(a) compares

the final image rays to the original rays near the first lens. For a perfect cloak,
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these rays would overlap exactly. We can see that the angles are similar, and the

transverse shifts are not too large.

We used plano-convex and plano-concave lenses for the three lens cloak. For

the experimental demonstration (Fig. 2.4(c)-(g)), the object (wall) was approxi-

mately 2 m from the closest lens in the back. The camera was 5.3 m away from

the front lens, but optically zoomed in by 21x (the maximum magnification of

the camera). The images were taken from on-axis (0◦), 0.55◦, 0.83◦, and 1.11◦, by

increasing the height of the camera. A ruler was placed near the center diverging

lenses. We can see that the middle of the ruler is cloaked. Also, the lines of the

wall match the background wall, as expected for a good cloak.

2.3.2 ‘Perfect’ paraxial four lens cloak, a ‘Rochester Cloak’

We now simulate a four lens ‘perfect’ paraxial cloak for our experimental setup,

that has symmetric left and right halves. Real lens systems produce aberrations

that can blur and distort the observed image. So we used ‘achromatic doublets’

that combine two lenses as one, to correct for chromatic (color) and other aber-

rations. We corrected Equations (2.10) and (2.12) to include the lens thicknesses,

and calculated t1, t2, and t3 (t1 = t3). The simulations in Fig. 2.5 use only these

calculated paraxial values without any additional optimization. The cloaking re-

gion is an elongated cylinder between the lenses where the rays do not pass.

Finally, we demonstrate the ease of scalability for our designs, to fit any cloak-

ing size. We only need to scale all radii of curvature, lengths, and entrance pupil

by the same factor. In Fig. 2.5(d), we simply doubled all of these parameters to

obtain double the cloaking space in each dimension.

In constructing our four lens cloak, we used achromatic doublets to reduce

the aberrations of the images. Photographs of this paraxial cloak are shown in

Fig. 2.6. The grids on the wall were 1.9 m from the closest lens to the back. The
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Figure 2.4: A symmetric three lens cloak. Two diverging lenses are combined into one

diverging lens, and placed in the center of two converging lenses. (a) Simulation in CODE V.

Entrance pupil is 75 mm, and field-of-view is −3.5◦ to 3.5◦. Object is placed at infinity. Ray

bundles propagate from left to right, through the lenses, then are traced back to the first lens.

This allows comparison of the image (dashed) rays, as seen by an observer on the right, with

the original (solid) rays. We see that the angles are similar, and the transverse shifts are not

large. (b) 3D rendering of (a). The cloaking region is a 3D triangular-ring between the first

and last lenses (shaded area). (c-g) Experimental demonstration of the three lens cloak. The

lines seen through the lenses match those on the background wall. The inner portion of the ruler

is cloaked. Images at various camera-viewing angles: (c) On-axis (0◦), (d) 0.55◦, (e) 0.83◦, (f)

1.11◦. (g) Side profile of experimental setup.
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Figure 2.5: CODE V simulation of a symmetric, perfect paraxial cloak, with four

lenses using rays. Four achromatic doublets are placed with separations determined from

Equation (2.1). Entrance pupil is 50 mm, with −1.5◦ to 1.5◦ field-of-view. Simulations are

shown with no separate optimization. Object is placed at infinity. (a) Zoomed-in region of

(b) with image rays (dashed; traced back to the first lens) added to compare with the original

rays (solid). We see that the angles are nearly identical, and the transverse shifts are small.

(b) Full simulation using off-the-shelf optics. (c) 3D rendering. The cloaking region (shaded)

is a cylindrical region between the first and last lenses. (d) Scaling of (b) by a factor of 2.

The cloaking size is doubled in each dimension by doubling the optical curvatures, lengths and

entrance pupil. Only the length scales distinguish (d) from (b).
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camera was 3.1 m away from the front lens, but optically zoomed in by 21x. The

images were taken from −0.65◦, on-axis (0◦), at 0.47◦, and 0.95◦ viewing angles,

by changing the height of the camera. A ruler was placed behind the second

doublet from the front. The middle of the ruler is cloaked near the center-axis

of the device. In particular, the grids on the wall are clear for all colors, have

minimal distortion, and match the sizes and shifts of the background grids for all

the angles, demonstrating the quality of this multidirectional cloak.

University Communications, from University of Rochester, named the four lens

version shown in this section as the “Rochester Cloak.” [48] Since then, the media

and public have used that name for describing our paraxial four lens cloak. As

different lenses can be used, we have generally defined the “Rochester Cloak” as

the four lens symmetric solution for a ray optics cloak. Hence, the “Rochester

Cloak” solves the following equations in the paraxial, thin lens approximation

(Refer to Figure 2.3(d)):

f1 = f4, (2.15a)

f2 = f3, (2.15b)

t1 = t3 = f1 + f2, (2.15c)

t2 = 2f2(f1 + f2)/(f1 − f2). (2.15d)

2.3.3 “Rochester Cloak” version 2: Center-axis cloaked

In the original version of the “Rochester Cloak,” the cloaking region required the

center of the optical system to not be obstructed (See Figure 2.5(c)). Also the

cloaking region depended on the incident ray angles. This was intentional so as

to provide the simplest nontrivial solutions that demonstrated perfect paraxial

cloaking for rays. Shortly after demonstrating the initial ray optics cloaks [5],

we demonstrated a four lens, symmetric version, that could cloak the center-axis

and surrounding region. This was achieved simply by adding two pairs of mirrors
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Figure 2.6: Experimental demonstration of a ‘perfect’ paraxial cloak with four

lenses. Camera was focused on the wall. The grids on the wall can be seen clearly, and match

the background for all colors and viewing angles. The middle of the ruler is cloaked inside the

lens system for all angles shown. Images at various camera-viewing angles: (a) −0.65◦, (b)

on-axis (0◦), (c) 0.47◦, (d) 0.95◦. (e) Side profile of experimental setup. See Reference [5]

Media 3 and Media 4 for videos). (Videos by Matthew Mann / University of Rochester)

http://www.osapublishing.org/viewmedia.cfm?uri=oe-22-24-29465-3
http://www.osapublishing.org/viewmedia.cfm?uri=oe-22-24-29465-4
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to divert light around the center-axis (See Figure 2.7). The extra room for the

mirrors was obtained by using larger diameter (3 inch) lenses for the outermost

lenses, compared to the original version (2 inch diameters). Because of the larger

diameter lenses, the designed field-of-view and cloaking diameter were about 2x

and 1.5x, respectively, larger than those of the original 2 inch diameter Rochester

Cloak. However, due to alignment of the mirrors, this was reduced somewhat in

actual implementation. Details of the setup can be found in Appendix B.1.3.

2.4 Limitations

It is important to state the limitations of our designs here, so that future work

can improve on these. The broadband capability of our designs is only limited

by the coating and material used. This can be quite large, spanning the whole

visible spectrum and beyond. However, to maintain clear images for an extended

spectrum, well-designed achromats and coatings, combined with other lens design

techniques are necessary to correct for aberrations. Here, a study of a particu-

lar “NonLens” problem, which satisfies Equation (2.1) but without requiring the

presence of a cloaking volume, may be useful [49]. Though the NonLens solutions

were for a particularly constrained system, the third-order (‘Seidel’) aberration

corrections can be applicable for cloaking designs.

Another challenge is to minimize the visibility of unwanted rays, near the

edges, in the paraxial designs. These edge effects become apparent in our cloaks

and in unidirectional ray optics cloaks, when the incident angles are non-zero

(with respect to the center axis of symmetry). The paraxial formalism does not

correct for these, since edges are considered to be ‘infinitely’ far away from the

center-axis, and hence no longer ‘paraxial.’ So a paraxial cloak may be visible near

the edges, although the paraxially valid region inside remains invisible for both

the cloaked object and the cloaking device. Though difficult to eliminate, the edge
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Figure 2.7: Rochester Cloak v.2: Center-axis cloaked. (a)-(d) Demonstration of the

center region being cloaked. (e) Top profile of the setup.
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effects can be improved. One method is to use the correct size for each lens or

optical element, so as to match the optical design of the cloaks (See Fig. 2.5). This

was not necessarily the case for the cloaks demonstrated here. Other strategies

include reducing the total length of the system, using large optics, placing the

cloaking device far away from observation, and using a thin outer shell to block

stray light.

Perhaps the most difficult design issue is increasing the incident angles, or

field-of-view. The paraxial equations we presented are valid for angles θ that

satisfy tan θ ≈ sin θ ≈ θ. This is true for θ = 10◦ − 15◦, while even θ up to

30◦ is considered to be valid for paraxial propagation [45]. Due to the choice of

lenses, our cloaks were limited to 3 - 5 degrees. However, we expect lens design

techniques to be able to generate cloaks with much larger viewing angles, since

ours relied on little, if any, such optimizations. To achieve larger field-of-view,

balancing between lens radii of curvature and lens separation distances is needed.

However, this is not necessarily easy, particularly when image quality must also be

maintained. Optical engineering will be necessary to create cloaking devices that

work for viewing angles beyond the paraxial regime, have high quality imaging,

and allow for increased commercial utility. Nonetheless, a small field-of-view can

still be practical in cloaking satellites orbiting the earth, or for viewing distances

that are far away.

2.5 Conclusion

In summary, we have defined what a perfect cloak should do in ray optics. We then

provided a sufficient and necessary algebraic condition for a perfect cloak in the

first-order, or paraxial, approximation. We finally derived a device that fits this

definition, and experimentally demonstrated several cloaks for continuous ranges

of directions. In addition to hiding an object, these cloaking devices can also make
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an object behind a barrier visible, or deflect light rays. Transformation optics and

quasiconformal mapping are general formalisms used for cloaking fields. Here we

provided another formalism that can effectively describe ray optics invisibility.
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3 Paraxial Full-field Cloaking [6]

In this chapter, we complete the ‘paraxial’ (small-angle) ray optics cloaking for-

malism presented in the previous chapter 2 [5], by extending it to the full-field

of light. Omnidirectionality is then the only relaxed parameter of what may be

considered an ideal, broadband, field cloak. We show that an isotropic plate of

uniform thickness, with appropriately designed refractive index and dispersion,

can match the phase over the whole visible spectrum. Our results support the

fundamental limits on cloaking for broadband vs. omnidirectionality, and provide

insights into when anisotropy may be required.

3.1 Introduction

The task to build a broadband cloak over the visible spectrum becomes simplified

when the complete preservation of phase is no longer required. This is the case

for ray optics cloaking, which matches field amplitude and direction only. On

the other hand, transformation optics preserves the full-field, which includes both

the amplitude and phase of light. In addition to the demonstration of cloaks

that work for the whole visible spectrum, ray optics cloaks have been able to

hide macroscopic objects from non-coherent observation [4, 22]. The initial ray

optics cloaks worked for unidirection only, or multiple discrete directions. Our
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work described in Chapter 2 extended ray optics cloaking to a continuous range

of directions.

In this chapter, we remove the ray optics requirement from Chapter 2, to com-

plete a paraxial cloaking theory that works for the full-field (matched amplitude

and phase). Such paraxial full-field cloaking satisfies all but the omnidirectional-

ity condition of an ‘ideal’ cloaking device. This lays a groundwork for connecting

ray optics cloaking with transformation optics to first-order, and may help with

understanding some of the difficulties experienced in full-field cloaking. We show

how thin plates or metamaterials can be utilized for paraxial field cloaking, with

the possibility of being realized using current manufacturing technologies.

3.2 Full-field Paraxial Cloaking- Theory

We first discuss the propagation of a monochromatic field through an optical

system described by an ‘ABCD’ matrix. Since an arbitrary field of light can be

written as a linear superposition of such monochromatic fields, we do not lose any

generality, other than that of the paraxial approximation. This then implies that

our theory is broadband.

The “paraxial approximation” is a first-order approximation, with respect to

the angle of the rays of light [47]. This allows linear equations to describe the prop-

agation of positions and directions of light, enabling ‘ray transfer,’ or ‘ABCD,’ ma-

trices to be used (See Appendix A.1. Rays are assumed to deviate minimally from

the center axis of the system, so it is a small-angle approximation. Theoretically,

it works for ray angles up to around ±15◦, or more [45].

Duan et al. provided phase matching with a unidirectional cloaking system

based off of geometric optics [50]. They provided a heuristic reason why rays that

pass through the edge of their optical system may match the phase of rays that

pass through the center instead, for their particular setup with split lenses. They
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Figure 3.1: Ideal (‘perfect’) paraxial cloak. The image from a cloaking device is the same

as the object. Propagation of light rays can be described by an ‘ABCD’ matrix. n is the index

of refraction of the ambient medium. L is the longitudinal length of the device along the center

z-axis. E1, E2 are the input and output fields, respectively, at z = z1 and z2. Phase matching

is achieved with a flat plate with index nc and length Lc.

then simulated phase-matched cloaking for discretely separated wavelengths of

micro-waves to mm-waves. Here we analytically show phase matching for gen-

eral paraxial optical systems, including continuously multidirectional cloaks. It is

based on the formula given by Siegman and others, for propagation of any parax-

ial field through a generalized paraxial optical system [45]. The resulting formula

is proved using Fermat’s principle and Huygens’ integral, by accounting for the

optical path lengths of all rays. Details are shown in Appendix A.3.

We assume rotational symmetry about the propagation axis z, and no limiting

apertures. For a complex field Ẽ1 incident at z = z1, the propagated field at z = z2

(See Fig. 3.1) is

Ẽ2(x2, y2) =
ie−ik0L0

Bλ0

∫∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ1(x1, y1) exp
{
− i π

Bλ0[
A
(
x2

1 + y2
1

)
− 2 (x1x2 + y1y2) +D

(
x2

2 + y2
2

)] }
dx1dy1. (3.1)

Here, λ0 and k0(= ω/c = 2π/λ0) are the wavelength and wavevector in free space,
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or vacuum. Ẽ1, Ẽ2 are the complex, spatial amplitudes of the input and output

field distributions, respectively (E1, E2 in Fig. 3.1 are their real parts, but without

the e+iωt harmonic time dependence). x, y are the two-dimensional, transverse,

spatial coordinates. A,B,C,D are the coefficients of the ABCD matrix, and L0

is the on-axis optical path length (OPL):

L0 =
∑
i

niLi, (3.2)

where ni is the index of refraction, and Li is the physical thickness along the

longitudinal (z) axis, for each ith optical element.

Eq. (3.1) is a useful result. It allows us to account for the full phase of light

rays through a general optical system described by an ABCD matrix. It shows

that if two optical systems have the same ABCD matrix, then only the on-axis

phases, L0’s, need to match to result in the same propagated fields, at least for the

paraxial regime. For full-field cloaking, we just need to ensure that the propagated

field matches that of a ‘perfect’ cloaking device.

In Chapter 2 we stated that a ‘perfect’ cloaking device (of length L) simply

replicates the ambient medium throughout its volume. So its ABCD matrix is

given by A B

C D


perfect cloak

=

1 L/n

0 1

 . (3.3)

Then, for a ‘perfect’ full field cloak, the propagated full field should be:

Ẽperfect cloak
2 (x2, y2) =

ine−ik0nL

Lλ0

∫∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ1(x1, y1)×

exp

{
−i nπ
Lλ0

[(
x2

1 + y2
1

)
− 2 (x1x2 + y1y2) +

(
x2

2 + y2
2

)]}
dx1dy1. (3.4)
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3.3 Ray Optics Cloaking to Full-field Cloaking

In deriving Equation (3.4), we equated a perfect cloaking system to its ambi-

ent medium, entirely. However, for practical applications, a cloaking system is

composed of optical elements, rather than made of the ambient medium itself, so

L0 6= nL. Recall that Equation (3.3) can be satisfied with just ray optics cloak-

ing, as was demonstrated in Chapter 2. Then, by comparing Equation (3.1) and

Equation (3.4), we see that an optical system satisfying Equation (3.3), or a ray

optics cloak, can match a perfect full-field cloak, if the following phase-matching

condition is met:

e−ik0L0 = e−ik0nL. (3.5)

Eq. (3.5) provides the recipe for absolute phase matching. However, phases that

are congruent modulo 2π are effectively the same value, i.e., every 2π addition to

a phase gives the same value for the field. This then gives the phase-matching to

integer multiples of 2π condition for full-field cloaking:

k0L0 ≡ k0nL (mod 2π), or (3.6a)

L0 ≡ nL (mod λ0). (3.6b)

The significance of the phase-matching conditions given in Equation (3.5), or

Equations (3.6), is that these allow for full phase-matching, hence ‘perfect’ full-

field cloaking, for any incoming fields within the paraxial approximation. The

phase-matching condition only needs to be satisfied once for the given optical

system, and then all ray directions and positions, or any field distribution (Ẽ1)

will exit the system as if they traversed ambient space only. Note that a ray optics

cloak will usually be phase-matched with a full-field cloak, by integer multiples of
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2π, for multiple, but discretely separated, wavelengths automatically. However,

we can do better and match it for a continuous, broad bandwidth with appropriate

dispersion control.

To apply Equations (3.6) to a broadband, full-field cloak, we explicitly include

the wavelength dependence (dispersion of the index of refraction):

L0(λ0) =
∑
i

ni(λ0)Li ≡ n(λ0)L (mod λ0). (3.7)

Using

L ≡
∑
i

Li, (3.8)

Equation (3.7) becomes∑
i

ni(λ0)Li ≡ n(λ0)
∑
i

Li (mod λ0), (3.9a)

or, there exists an integer m (∃m ∈ Z), such that∑
i

[ni(λ0)− n(λ0)]Li = mλ0. (3.9b)

Equation (3.9b) shows that only the segments that are not composed of the am-

bient medium, i.e., ni(λ0) 6= n(λ0), affect our phase-matching requirement, as

expected.

We now summarize the conditions that are required for ‘perfect’ full-field cloak-

ing in the paraxial regime:

1. A non-zero volume for cloaking/hiding an object must be present.

2. The optical system must have an ABCD matrix of a ‘perfect’ cloak (Equa-

tion (3.3)).

3. The full-field phase-matching condition should be met (Equations (3.9)).

The first two conditions are met by ray optics cloaking. The last condition ties

ray optics to full-field cloaking.
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Figure 3.2: Example of paraxial full-field cloaking. A thin, flat plate (labeled with

subscript ‘c’) is placed immediately before (or after) the original ray optics cloaking system. This

allows full-field phase-matching (Equations (3.9)) for a ‘perfect’ full-field cloaking system. The

original system (of length L′) is described by the ray transfer matrix coefficients A′, B′, C ′, D′.

n’s represent the refractive indices of the material for the given space. L’s are the physical

lengths of each optical element, along the z-axis

3.4 Building a Full-field Cloaking System

A cloaking system that satisfies Equation (3.3) will usually satisfy Equations (3.9)

for multiple, but discretely separated, wavelengths. The key is then to match the

phase for a broad range of frequencies. We suggest one method, which is to use

a thin, flat plate for phase-correction (See Fig. 3.2). The flat plate can be placed

anywhere before, after, or within, the original cloaking system, as long as it is

placed between the observer and the background object(s) to be imaged.

We first provide an intuitive reasoning for this method. Recall that a cloaking

system is ‘afocal’ (C = 0 in Equation (3.3)). So, at a given plane in z, all fields

at different transverse positions should have the same phase. For example, when
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the field exits the system at z = z2, the phase of Ẽ2(x2, y2) should be independent

of (x2, y2). Otherwise, the plane at a given z = z2 can have a focusing/diverging

effect [51], which makes it ‘focal’ instead. This then implies that a flat plate can

correct the phase for the entire field, since it changes the phase in the same manner

for all transverse positions. We now show this explicitly.

A thin, flat plate is optically equivalent to a thin lens with infinite focal length.

Then its ABCD matrix is given by [46]:

lim
f→∞

 1 0

−1/f 1

 =

1 0

0 1

 , (3.10)

or in other words, the identity matrix. So it will not affect the final ABCD

matrix of the complete optical system. (We quantify what is considered “thin” in

Appendix A.4. In particular, a plate is “thin” when |Lc/L
′| � 1 and |Lc/L

′| �

|nc/n| as given in Equations (A.14).) Specifically, if a system already satisfies

Equation (3.3), then adding a thin, flat plate will still satisfy Equation (3.3).

The only condition left to satisfy for full-field cloaking is Equations (3.9).

Let the original cloaking system be described by the matrix with coefficients

A′, B′, C ′, D′. We assume it already satisfies Equation (3.3) and contains a non-

zero cloakable volume. Let N be the number of optical elements in the A′B′C ′D′

system, with L′ =
∑N

i=1 Li being the total length of the original cloaking system.

n is still the ambient refractive index. ni, Li are the index of refraction and physi-

cal longitudinal length, respectively, for the ith optical element; nc, Lc are likewise

for the correcting thin plate. (See Fig. 3.2.)

Let’s now include the phase-correcting flat plate and rewrite the phase-matching

condition:

nc(λ0)Lc +
N∑
i=1

ni(λ0)Li ≡ n(λ0) (Lc + L′) (mod λ0), (3.11a)
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or, ∃m ∈ Z, such that

[nc(λ0)− n(λ0)]Lc +
N∑
i=1

[ni(λ0)− n(λ0)]Li = mλ0. (3.11b)

From Equation (3.11b) we can see that if the dispersion relation of nc(λ0) balances

that of the optical elements ni(λ0), so that the combined ‘effective’ dispersion is

linear with respect to the wavelength, the phase will be matched.

One phase-matching method that can work is to use negative index (nc < 0)

to correct the full-field phase, since usually ni > n in Equation (3.11a). In similar

manner, from Equation (3.11b), it can be possible to compensate the phase with

even a positive index, provided it is less than the index of the ambient medium:

0 < nc < n. For most optical materials, ni > 1, and they have normal disper-

sion (decreasing index of refraction for increasing wavelength; or refractive index

increases with frequency). So for these cases, anomalous dispersion (increasing

index of refraction for increasing wavelength) may be necessary, in particular for

nc > n values.

Note that for a given thin plate (with fixed nc(λ0) and Lc), if an integer m = m′

works for one wavelength λ0 = λ′, then there are possibly other wavelengths

(λ0 = λ′±1, λ
′
±2, · · · ) that correspond to the integers m = m′±1,m′±2, · · · , so that

Equation (3.11b) is satisfied. A precaution must be given, since these countably

infinite wavelength solutions may or may not exist, as they are dependent on the

explicit dispersion relations of n, ni, nc. However, this does show how any given

cloaking system (with or without a phase-correcting plate) may have discrete but

infinite number of wavelengths/frequencies for which the full-field phases match,

as mentioned previously.

We can rearrange Equation (3.11b) to write the dispersion relation of nc for

our phase-correcting plate:

nc(λ0,m, Lc) = n(λ0) +
1

Lc

{
mλ0 +

N∑
i=1

[n(λ0)− ni(λ0)]Li

}
. (3.12)
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We emphasize that any integer m(∈ Z) will satisfy Equation (3.12), so there are

infinite, but discrete, nc’s that will match the full-field phase required. Physically

realizable values of nc(λ0) should then be selected. We have included this m

dependence, along with the Lc dependence, explicitly in nc(λ0,m, Lc) above.

3.5 Application to a Symmetric Four Lens Cloak

We now have all the tools for creating a paraxial full-field cloaking system. We

can apply these conditions to evaluate the material requirements for the phase-

correcting plate. Let us use the symmetric, paraxial four lens cloak that was

demonstrated in Chapter 2. This ray optics cloaking device satisfied Equa-

tion (3.3) and had a non-zero volume for cloaking an object. We then only need

to match the full-field phase condition using Equation (3.12).

For simplicity, we assume that the cloaking system is placed in air, with n =

nair = 1 for all wavelengths, and we also ignore any coatings. The lens coatings

can be modeled as additional thin plates as needed. With these, Equation (3.12)

becomes

nc(λ0,m, Lc) = 1 +
1

Lc

{
mλ0 +

N∑
i=1

[1− ni(λ0)]Li

}
. (3.13)

The dispersion relation ni and the length Li (“thickness”) for each optical com-

ponent are given in Appendix B.2.

Let’s point out some of the characteristics of the phase-correcting plate in

Equation (3.13). First, as mentioned previously, only the actual optical elements

(those different than the ambient medium) play a role for phase-matching. Second,

the integer m is the slope of an added linear phase, with respect to the wavelength.

So increasing |m| increases the amount of change in nc over the spectrum, and

increases the shift of the plot as well. Third, Lc has an opposite effect to that
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of m. It also affects how strongly the on-axis pathlengths of the optical elements

affect the phase.

We consider the visible spectrum (λ0 ∈ [400 nm, 700 nm] for our discussion).

Fig. 3.3(a) shows the dispersion of the total on-axis optical pathlength (
∑

i niLi)

for only the non-air elements, which we would like to compensate. There are

infinitely many combinations of Lc and m that are possible for nc(λ0,m, Lc).

Ultimately, the choice of which to use should depend on physically realizable nc’s.

As mentioned earlier, some methods to correct phase include using negative index

(nc < 0), the use of positive but less than ambient index (0 < nc < n = 1), or using

index greater than that of the ambient medium (nc > n = 1). A few solutions

for these cases, that phase-correct the four lens ray optics cloak in Chapter 2,

with refractive indices that may be physically realizable, are shown in Fig. 3.3(b).

Thicker compensating flat plates can reduce the required dispersion range, but

this also affects the imaging quality, so we have purposely limited the thickness

here somewhat.

Many of the solutions for positive refractive indices require anomalous disper-

sion, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). For the purposes of cloaking, such dispersion for

broadband spectrum with low losses is needed to imitate ambient space prop-

erly. This is similar to the finite bandwidth cloak made of anisotropic layers, as

suggested by Kildishev et al., which required strong anomalous dispersion com-

bined with loss compensation [52]. Costa and Silveirinha have suggested using

nanowire metamaterial to provide such anomalous dispersion, and they numeri-

cally calculated their index of refraction to be near 2.9 ∼ 3.1 for the entire visible

spectrum [53]. They can achieve these low loss, broadband, anomalous dispersion

properties by utilizing the collective, spatial properties of metamaterials. This

allows the high loss and narrow band properties of typical transparent materi-

als, imposed by the Kramers-Kronig relations, to be overcome [54]. In addition,

Theisen and Brown have experimentally demonstrated anomalous dispersion for
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Figure 3.3: Dispersion of phase-correcting plate for a four lens symmetric cloak.

(a) On-axis optical pathlength total (
∑

i niLi) (in mm) for only the non-air elements of the ray

optics four lens cloak in Chapter 2 (Ref. [5]). (b) Various thin, flat, phase-correcting plates to

compensate for the pathlength shown in (a). The dispersion relation of the refractive indices

for these plates are shown for various values of m and Lc (mm), using Equation (3.13) (ambient

air).
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0.5 ∼ 1 µm wavelengths, with Gallium implanted Silicon pads [55]. These have

refractive indices near 2 or 4, with variations of about 1 over the spectrum, de-

pending on the doping level.

Negative-index metamaterials are good candidates for phase-correction as well [56].

The utilization of metamaterials may have been expected, since we expanded ray

optics cloaking to the field cloaking aspect of transformation optics. Much progress

is being made, both theoretically and experimentally, for creating negative index

materials for broadband optical frequencies [57]. Some refractive index values

demonstrated experimentally include between -3 and 0 for microwave frequencies

in 2D [58], n = 0.63 at 1,200 nm to n = -1.23 at 1,775 nm in a low loss, 3D bulk

material [59], and n = 1 to -7.5 for 1.1-2.4 µm wavelengths [60].

3.6 Methods for Improvement

For proper cloaking, the background image must be transmitted clearly with min-

imal ‘aberrations’ that distort the image. To do this, and to move beyond the

paraxial angles, optical engineering using real ray tracing will be necessary. Lens

design optimizations can account for thick optical elements and account for the

thickness of the phase-correcting plates. Although Lc = 7 − 10 mm used in

Fig. 3.3(b) can still be considered “thin” (Appendix A.4), this will affect the sys-

tem design so that lens design optimization will be required for good background

imaging. One option is to include the thin plate material and optically design the

entire lens system together. Costa and Silveirinha applied their nanowire meta-

material to designing achromats [53], so it is possible to incorporate anomalous

dispersion in the lenses themselves to allow thick Lc values and aberration correc-

tions simultaneously. In addition, negative index materials may also improve the

image quality of the system, as using a negative index lens can create ‘perfect’

imaging [61].
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Broadband matching can be a challenge that will likely require iterations for

finding optimal solutions for both the ABCD matrix and for the phase-matching

conditions. For real optics, ABCD matrices themselves can be frequency-dependent.

For example, real lenses are thick, and hence their ABCD matrices will contain the

indices of refraction for the material used, which have dispersion. So to accurately

match phase, the ABCD system itself must be included to match the dispersion

accurately, and iterations may be necessary. In addition, to match the phase for

broadband frequencies, we considered phases separated by a fixed multiple of 2π

to be equivalent to matching the absolute phase. However, it might be possible

that this scheme gives net propagation delays from the cloak, which could then be

observed by a time-resolving detection scheme such as a high resolution LIDAR.

Lastly, we note that exploring various ambient media (various values of n) that

are different than air, may allow readily available phase-correcting schemes, too.

3.7 Concluding Thoughts

By relaxing only omnidirectionality for an ‘ideal’ cloak, we have shown how to

match the phase for the whole visible spectrum. The phase-matching plate may

require negative index metamaterials or anomalous dispersion, which are broad-

band and low loss, but current research has shown much progress in this regard.

We had shown that building a 3D, broadband, macroscopic cloak, for the visible

spectrum, can be fairly “easy” for ray optics in the small angle limit [5]. Extend-

ing this to the full-field seems to not be too challenging with recently developed

materials. As with typical lens designs, we expect that extending such cloaks to

large angles may be difficult, though possible. However, making it work for all

angles appears to likely be fundamentally limited. Realizing omnidirectionality

from a paraxial full-field cloak has not been achieved to our knowledge, as this

coincides with achieving broadband with transformation optics cloaks. By show-
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ing paraxial cloaking that is broadband to be practical, but without a similar

ease for omnidirectional and broadband cloaks, our work supports recent work

showing a trade-off between broadband and scattering cross-section. This is be-

cause small scattering cross-section implies large angles, and zero cross-section

gives omnidirectionality.

It is interesting that paraxial full-field cloaking does not require anisotropy,

though being 3D, macroscopic, and broadband. Anisotropy seems to be a re-

quirement when creating an omnidirectional cloak, from a paraxial cloak, not

necessarily a property of 3D or field cloaks alone [9, 10, 30, 62]. Although our

cloak is broadband, Greenleaf et al. have shown that the cloaked material itself

has eigenfrequencies that need to be avoided for proper cloaking [63, 64]. As a

side, most, if not all, cloaks to date, can be detected by measuring a pulse incident

on the cloak [24, 30]. This is the same for our cloak presented here, unless absolute

phase is matched with negative index materials. Finally, an open question seems

to be whether an isotropic, 3D, omnidirectional, broadband cloak can be achieved

for ray optics. This is possible for anisotropic materials [30], but an isotropic, 3D,

omnidirectional, full-field cloak is not possible [39, 40]. However, accepting time

delays might allow some freedom, as shown here where ray optics allowed relaxing

of the material requirements.

In summary, we have given the phase of fields propagating through a cloaking

system described by ray optics, along with a formalism to match the phase. A thin

plate can be used to match the full-field phase. Low loss, broadband, anomalous

dispersion or negative index metamaterials can be used for constructing such thin

plates for the paraxial regime.
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4 Digital Integral Cloaking [7]

We propose ‘digital cloaking’ as a method for practical cloaking, where space, an-

gle, spectrum, and phase are discretized. At the sacrifice of spatial resolution, a

good approximation to an ‘ideal’ cloak can be achieved- a cloak that is omnidirec-

tional, broadband, operational for the visible spectrum, three-dimensional (3D),

and phase-matching for the light field, among other attributes. Experimentally,

we demonstrate a two-dimensional (2D), planar, ray optics version of our pro-

posed digital cloak by using lenticular lenses, similar to ‘integral imaging’ for 3D

displays. With the continuing improvement in commercial digital technology, the

resolution limitations of a digital cloak will be minimized, and a wearable cloak

can be developed in the future.

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose ‘digital cloaking’ that is practical to build, and which

utilizes commercially available technologies that are improving independent of any

cloaking efforts. This is done by discretizing space, angle, spectrum, and phase,

as an approximation to ideal cloaking. Since detectors, including imaging sys-

tems such as our eyes, are limited in resolution (spatially and temporally), digital

cloaking can appear to be omnidirectional for a broad spectrum when observed.
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In fact, discretization of space is inherent in nature with atoms and molecules

making up matter. Even metamaterial cloaking relies on discrete structures that

are sub-wavelength in scale, to generate an averaging effect for the operational

wavelength(s) [8]. Della Giovampaola and Engheta went further and proposed

digitizing metamaterials, by using just two types of ‘metamaterial bits’ to make

exotic lenses and designs [65]. For our digital cloak, we simply propose the dis-

cretization to be larger than atomic or wavelength scales, on the order of resolution

limits of the observer, be it biological or a machine/device. For human visual acu-

ity, resolution finer than about 30 arcseconds is sufficient [66].

The digital cloak we demonstrate is an ‘active’ device that requires exter-

nal power input. However, passive discretized cloaking is also possible (see Ap-

pendix D for this, along with a lensless version and a 25 inch version of digital

cloaking). Active cloaks have been proposed before, where the incoming signals are

known a priori, or detected quickly, so that outgoing signals from antennas cancel

the incoming wave(s) [67]. Other active cloaks, which compensate for absorption

and increase bandwidth, include using active metamaterial surfaces for dominant

scattering cancellation, or using electronic circuits for acoustic cloaks [37]. These

rely on custom-engineered material, whereas our digital cloaks can use commer-

cially available technology. We believe this will be an advantage for scaling and

implementation.

4.2 Discretized / Digital Cloaking

Recall that invisibility cloaking makes the cloaked object appear transparent, as

if the light fields exited the cloaked space without anything in it. It is a form

of illusion, where light bends around the cloaked space, but re-forms afterwards

to appear as if it had never bent. This allows both the cloaked object and the

cloaking device to not only be hidden, but appear transparent [5, 9].
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Let’s begin with an ideal cloak (broadband, omnidirectional, 3D, phase-matching,

etc.). We first make a ‘ray optics’ approximation, where the full phase of the elec-

tromagnetic field of light is not necessarily matched (We later show how to remove

this approximation). For imaging, whether by camera or by the human eye, the

phase is typically not detectable, which is why ray tracing is usually sufficient for

designing imaging devices. Ray optics cloaking can be considered a discretization

of spectrum and phase for a given ray, since its phase (modulo 2π) will match for

one or more discrete frequencies, or discrete phase values can be matched for a

given frequency. Ray optics alone significantly reduces the complexities of cloak-

ing such that isotropic, off-the-shelf materials can be used to build macroscopic

cloaks for small angles [5].

Figure 4.1(a) shows some rays that enter and exit an ideal, spherically sym-

metric cloak. We assume rotational symmetry (about z), so only the cross-section

of the spherical cloak is shown. For simplicity, only rays with one angle are shown,

but due to spherical symmetry this implies that the cloak will work for all angles

(omnidirectional). The dashed arrows show how the rays should appear to have

traveled inside the cloak, which is to exit as if each ray propagated through the

cloak in a straight line. In reality, the rays within the cloak should curve around

an object or space that is intended to be invisible.

Building an omnidirectional cloak has been elusive to demonstrate, even for

ray optics. For practical usage, since detectors including the human eye have finite

resolution, the appearance for omnidirectionality can be achieved by discretizing

space and momentum (or angle). We call this method of cloaking, ‘discretized

cloaking.’ A rotationally symmetric example is shown in Figure 4.1(b), where

each discretization in space is called a ‘pixel.’ Each spatial ‘pixel’ can contain

separate ‘subpixels’ that detect and/or display discrete ray angles. Additional

‘subpixels’ may also be necessary for other ray characteristics. Discretized cloak-

ing allows digital imaging and display technologies to be placed on the surface of
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Figure 4.1: (a) Ideal, spherically symmetric cloak. Example rays (solid arrows) that

enter and exit the cloak (circle in 2D, sphere in 3D). Dashed arrows show how the rays appear

to have traveled inside the cloak (where objects are invisible). (b) Discretized, symmetric

cloak. Solid arrows depict a ray of light entering and exiting. The surface of the cloak is

discretized, so that each ‘pixel’ in space can both detect and emit discrete ray positions and

angles. A ‘digital cloak’ uses digital detection and display technologies for these discrete ‘pixels.’
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the cloak. Utilizing such digital technology for cloaking is what we call ‘digital

cloaking.’ Strictly speaking, digital cloaking may discretize the spectrum of fre-

quencies further than just the ray optics approximation. For example, some digital

displays might only show red, green, and blue (RGB), so additional subpixels for

discrete color may be required.

Implementing a discretized cloak or a digital cloak requires propagating the

rays from input to output correctly. This can be done using the ‘paraxial cloaking’

matrix (Equation (1) of Ref. [5]), since the final ABCD matrix is still valid outside

of the ‘paraxial’ (small-angle) regime. This is also shown in Figure 4.1(b), where

given a transverse position yi, angle θi, and longitudinal position zi of the input

ray, the output ray is given by (with same variable names but with subfix ‘f ’): yf

n tan θf


z=zf

=

1 (zf − zi)/n

0 1

 yi

n tan θi


z=zi

. (4.1)

We have assumed rotational symmetry about the center axis (z) and that the

ambient medium has refractive index n. Note that each ray has its own longitu-

dinal distance L = (zf − zi) that is dependent on its input and output planes for

the cloak. To be direct, we have used the ‘real’ angle θ instead of the ‘paraxial

angle’ u(= tan θ). Although Figure 4.1(b) shows a cloak that is circular in 2D,

or spherical in 3D, arbitrarily shaped discretized cloaks are possible. For cloaks

with general shapes, Equation (4.1) can be applied for each 2D plane containing

the z-axis.

4.3 Demonstration of an ‘Integral Cloak’

We now present and demonstrate a method for digital cloaking. As described

previously, the key to digital cloaking and discretized cloaking is to detect and

reproduce proper ray positions and angles. One way to achieve this is to utilize
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‘ShackHartmann’ wavefront sensors, or ‘fly’s eye’ lens arrays. These allow the po-

sition and momentum of rays to be captured by using arrays of small lenses, which

can spatially separate rays of different angles (See Figure 4.2(a)). Remarkably,

Lippmann had proposed photography using this concept in 1908, and attempted to

demonstrate this ‘integral photography’ with limited technology [68]. Resolution,

depth of field, and limited viewing angles are typically drawbacks for ‘integral’ 3D

displays, but improvements are being made [69]. In particular, with current com-

mercial efforts to increase the pixel density of displays, we anticipate resolution

to improve continually. For cloaking, we can use lens arrays on a display panel to

generate the desired ray output pattern according to Equation (4.1).

Micro-lenslet arrays have been suggested previously for transformation optics

by the Courtial group [70]. They use two pairs of lenslet arrays in a confocal

setting (both focal planes overlapping), as a ‘window’ that can refract light passing

through. They have suggested using these pairs of arrays as the building blocks

for a passive cloaking device, where the object inside appears shrunk. So far, they

have simulated such effects only [71].

We term ‘integral cloaking ’ to be cloaking that uses integral imaging tech-

niques. An example implementation is shown in Figure 4.2(b), where for simplic-

ity, two parallel plates are used together with lenslet arrays. Each plate and lens

combination has two functions- to capture light rays and to display cloaking light

rays. This can be done by placing both detector pixels and display pixels next

to, or nearby each other, for example. The displayed light rays (output) use the

incident rays from the other plate (input) according to Equation (4.1).

Figure 4.2(b) is symmetric, where an observer can be in front of either side.

However, for purposes of demonstration, we will capture rays with one plate and

display rays with the other, only. With parallel plates, L = (zf−zi) is constant in

Equation (4.1) for all rays. To simplify the required equipment, we limit our cloak

to 2D, where observers are at a fixed height, and move only in the plane horizontal
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Figure 4.2: (a) ‘Fly’s eye’ lens array principle. Rays (arrows), on a single x-z plane

are shown. Each lenslet focuses these rays into its corresponding ‘pixel,’ placed at the focusing

plane below. Different incident angles are then spatially separated into different ‘subpixels.’ (b)

An ‘integral cloak.’ Cross-section of two parallel, 2D plates and their lenslet arrays. Each

‘surface’ (lens array + plate) captures light rays and displays rays for cloaking. Displayed rays

are output as if the rays entered one side and exited the other with nothing in between (dotted

lines). Each matching subpixel pair is connected with a ‘connector’ (wiring and/or computer).
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to the floor (x-z plane in Figure 4.2(b)). Since both eyes of an observer typically

lie on the same horizontal plane, stereoscopic depth can still be perceived with

the 2D version. Integral cloaking in the vertical plane follows the same principles,

just rotated, so that in algorithm and in theory, 2D cloaking extends to 3D in a

relatively straightforward manner.

Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the setup for our 2D integral cloak. The input

plane (input camera sensor on slider) and display screen were separated by L = 13

cm. The background objects consisted of four sets of colored blocks, the total

depth of the object space (from the input plane) being 90 cm (see Appendix D for

details of the setup). Rays from the input camera are processed by a computer

that uses Equation (4.1) (y → x) to determine the output rays for each display

pixel.

For the image capture (input) plane, we used a digital camera (Sony DSC-

RX10), mounted on a mechanical slider that scans horizontally at a fixed speed

(see Visualization 4.1; a shorter scan distance than Visualization 4.1 sufficed for

our setup). Visualization 4.2 shows the actual scan used for generating our cloaked

image, but sped up and reduced in size. For 2D, a scanning camera was not only

easier to obtain than a combination of lenslet and detector arrays (like ‘surface 1’

of Figure 4.2(b)), but it had improved performance. This is because a continuous

scan gave a horizontal spatial resolution of 0.106 mm in camera positions. This was

about 10 times better than the horizontal spatial resolution of our final system

(1.34 mm), which was set by the output lenslet array. (Calculation details in

Appendix D.) In addition, commercial cameras are highly aberration-corrected,

whereas lenslet arrays usually have little, if any, corrections; this causes the latter

to have blurred images, both for input and output.

The benefits of our horizontal scanning method come at the cost of a delay

in time. For our setup (Figure 4.3), the input scan required 29 seconds, and the

computational processing required 22 seconds on the laptop that ran our code.

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization1.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization1.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
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We required additional time to test and transfer data, but with proper hardware

interfacing, this can be automated with little delay. Both scan and processing

times increase with the dimensions of the cloakable volume. For example, the

horizontal scan distance required is (Ws + 2L tan(FOVl/2)). Here, Ws is the

active screen width of the output display, and FOVl is the field-of-view (FOV) of

the output lenslet array. Subjective quality requirements of the cloak can dictate

the speed as well. A 3D version would require raster scanning over a 2D (x-y)

plane, which can be difficult and time-consuming, if using a single camera. Thus,

for real-time or 3D digital cloaking, using a 2D array of detectors combined with a

fly’s eye lenslet array (Figure 4.2(b)) for the input surface would be the practical,

though likely costly, approach.

We now describe the display (output) plane of our cloak. For the output dis-

play, we used a 20 cm (diagonal) LCD monitor (Apple iPad mini 4). Our output

lenslet array was a 2D cylindrical lenslet array (20 lens-per-inch array from Mi-

cro Lens Technology). Both display monitor and lenslet array were commercially

available. For a 3D integral cloak, a fly’s eye lens array should replace the cylin-

drical lenslet array. By slanting the cylindrical lenses, we utilized the 3 RGB

subpixels to gain 3 times the horizontal angular resolution (in number of ‘views’),

at the sacrifice of vertical resolution [69]. Our output system generated 51.5 dis-

crete ‘views’ over 29◦ of viewing angles (field-of-view), horizontally. This 29◦ was

the field-of-view of the lenslet array (FOVl), and limited the cone of angles for both

the output and input of our cloaking system, since the input camera field-of-view

was larger (∼60◦). Each ‘view’ corresponds to a discrete ray angle/momentum

that is displayed for our system. This determined the output angular resolution

of our cloaking system, giving 0.56◦ between neighboring views. Note that this

output ‘angular resolution’ of the digital integral cloak is how much an observer

must move to see a change in image (corresponding to the subsequent ‘view’).

So smaller angular resolution values provide more continuous viewing, and allow
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farther observation distances, than larger values.

Figures 4.3(c)-(f) show a horizontal (x) demonstration of this 2D integral cloak.

An “observer” camera at a fixed height (y) near the center of the cloak, and fixed

distance z from the cloak, was placed on a slider to scan horizontally (x). This

camera was 260 cm from the display screen (cloak). Figures 4.3(c)-(f) show 10.8◦

of the total 13.4◦ viewing range of Visualization 4.3. The objects behind the

cloak match in horizontal alignment, size (magnification), and parallax motion

for varying object depths (from the cloak). As expected for real 3D scenery, the

objects that are farther from the screen move across the cloaking screen quicker

than those closer to the screen. (Visualization 4.4 shows just the cloak recorded.)

The vertical magnification was matched for a particular observer distance and

object depth combination, since this was a 2D cloak that used cylindrical lenses.

In our case, from the observation distances we used, as in Figures 4.3(c)-(f), the

vertical sizes of objects near the farthest blocks (dark green) and red blocks were

roughly matched. However, if spherical fly’s eye lenslet arrays are used for a

full 3D integral cloak, the vertical alignment and magnification will match for all

object and observer distances, in theory.

Figures 4.4(a)-(d) show a longitudinal (z) demonstration of our integral cloak,

by varying observation distances away from the cloaking screen. The horizon-

tal field-of-view occupied by the cloaking screen, from the observer camera, were

2.53◦, 2.93◦, 3.38◦, 4.59◦, for Figures 4.4(a)-(d), respectively (Assumptions in Ap-

pendix D). This is the range of angles (‘views’) of the light rays that the observer

camera captures. As an observer moves closer to the cloak (towards Figure 4.4(d)

from Figure 4.4(a)), a larger range of angles is seen. This corresponds to a larger

spatial amount of the background scene being shown by the cloak (horizontally).

For a cloaking system, which should appear as if absent (transparent), this is as

expected.

Finally, we characterize our digital integral cloak with additional quality met-

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization3.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization4.mp4
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Figure 4.3: (a)-(b) 2D integral cloak setup. The input camera on a slider (input plane)

scans horizontally to gather input rays. The lenslet array on the display screen (output plane)

together emit rays according to Equation (4.1). The space between the input and output planes

(separated by L) is the cloaked region. (c)-(f) With the integral cloak. Screen shots by

an “observer” camera that moved horizontally (from Visualization 4.3). Viewing angles from

screen center to observer camera: (c) −4.1◦, (d) 0.0◦, (e) 2.0◦, (f) 6.7◦. (c’)-(f ’) Without the

integral cloak. The cloaking screen, in (c)-(f), horizontally matches (c’)-(f ’) respectively, in

size, alignment, and parallax motion.

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization3.mp4
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Figure 4.4: (a)-(d) Integral cloak longitudinal (z) demonstration. Observer (camera)

at different distances in front of the display screen of the cloak: 272 cm, 235 cm, 203 cm, and 150

cm, for (a)-(d), respectively. As expected, the cloak displays more of the background objects,

spatially, for closer observation.
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rics. Detailed characterization calculations and additional quality factors are pro-

vided in Appendix D. Since ours was a 2D demonstration, we limited our analysis

to the horizontal (x) and longitudinal (z) dimensions. The horizontal input angu-

lar resolution for our system was 0.031◦, which corresponds to the uncertainty in

the input ray angles. (Recall the output angular resolution was 0.56◦.) To provide

sufficient depth-of-field, we stopped-down our input camera to f-number = f/10.

The resulting input aperture diameter was then 0.88 mm. This corresponds to

the range of transverse spatial positions, of the objects, that are captured for each

detector pixel of the input camera. Comparatively, the output aperture was 1.34

mm.

As shown in Visualization 4.2 and Appendix D, our demonstrated depth-of-

field was over 60 cm, such that all the objects we demonstrated for the cloak

(Figures 4.3 and 4.4) were at least in good focus when collected for input. The

input camera was not the limiting factor here, as we could achieve several meters

depth-of-field, but the display (output) surface limited the resolution to display

object depths clearly. The spatial sensitivity of our slanted lenslet array to be

misaligned on the display is such that a 0.026 mm change in position will shift the

‘view’ seen. The angular sensitivity of the lenslet array alignment with respect to

the display screen pixels was (8.8× 10−3)◦.

4.4 Discussion

Our digital cloak demonstration was dynamic, so that a changing background

could be displayed properly, after a finite lag time for scanning and processing.

Work to make a real-time cloak is underway. A static cloak for an observer with

fixed z-position can also be obtained relatively simply by recording with a camera

from the planned observer locations. For large observation distances, a finite

number of camera images can be used (one image for each ‘view’) for reasonable

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
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results. The ray processing becomes simplified, with each ‘view’/angle using a

single camera location corresponding to that given view.

The phase of the light fields can be matched by including properly engineered

materials for a fixed-shape cloak, or spatial light modulator arrays for a cloak

with dynamic shapes. If we assume each subpixel corresponds to a single ray

position, angle, frequency, it is straightforward to trace an input subpixel to its

output subpixel (Equation (4.1)). To good approximation, each pair is then a

unidirectional propagation from input subpixel to output subpixel (dotted lines

in Figure 4.2(b)), with respect to a new z-axis. This allows the paraxial full-

field cloaking theory to be used for each subpixel pair, to calculate the phase and

dispersion necessary for phase-matching of light fields [6]. These assumptions and

approximations become increasingly accurate as the cloak pixel size decreases.

Lastly, with increased computational power and refined resolution, digital

cloaking can be adapted to be wearable. Sensors can be used to determine the po-

sition and orientation for each pixel (or subpixel), with a processor calculating the

correct ray propagation (Equation (4.1)) and output pixel (or subpixel). This will

allow wearable cloaks, or suits, that are dynamic in shape, to be manufactured.

In conclusion, to approximate an ideal cloak for practical observation, we have

proposed discretized cloaking. In particular, we have demonstrated a 2D digital

integral cloak, by using commercially available technologies- A camera to capture

the input rays, and a monitor + cylindrical lenslet array for the output rays.

Our demonstration had 0.56◦ angular resolution over 29◦ field-of-view, and spatial

resolution of 1.34 mm, limited by the output system. The principles for generating

a 3D integral cloak follow easily. Although our demonstration was for ray optics

cloaking, we have suggested other designs, including methods to match the phase

of the light fields. Digital cloaking has good potential for wide implementation

as a wearable cloak, since the digital technology required continue to improve

commercially.
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5 Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored practical methods for invisibility cloaking that works

broadband in the visible regime, which has been a challenge for metamaterial

cloaks. This was achieved by restricting the viewing angles to small angles, and

considering cloaking as an imaging problem. This allowed us to formulate a parax-

ial formalism for cloaking. Initially the theory was for ray optics only, for which we

demonstrated a 4 lens-only cloak (called the ‘Rochester Cloak’) that satisfied the

‘perfect’ cloaking ABCD matrix (Equation (2.1)). We then extended the theory

to match the full phase of the electromagnetic field, by using Huygens’ integral

for propagating fields. We could then show that a thin, flat plate, with specific

index and dispersion properties, could match the phase for a ray optics cloak

over a broad range of frequencies. This completed the formalism for describing

invisibility cloaking in the paraxial limit (‘paraxial cloaking’).

Optical engineering, to expand the field-of-view and numerical aperture of a

ray optics cloak, is a promising route to build cloaks that are more useful than

a paraxial cloak. We have begun exploring such improvements. In the mean

time, building a truly omnidirectional cloak, even from ray optics principles, has

yet to be demonstrated experimentally. In addition, whether an isotropic, 3D,

omnidirectional, broadband cloak can be achieved for ray optics, seems to still

be an open question, even theoretically. Some consensus is being met, however,
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where the growing literature suggests that broadband appears to be impossible for

an omnidirectional, ideal cloak that matches phase, which our work so far seems

to agree.

An ideal cloak that is both omnidirectional and broadband can be achieved

if we remember that invisibility cloaking is inherently an illusion shown to the

unsuspecting observer. Light from behind the cloak simply needs to get around

a cloaked space, and ‘reconvene’ in front of the cloak, as if it had traveled in a

straight path through the cloak. All observers, even machines, have resolution

limits for detecting light. We can then use this to our advantage, by discretizing

space and angle at below the resolution limit of the observer. The length and

angular scales depend on the distance from the observer, too, so that a large,

low-resolution cloak could be used for far-away observation.

Using this concept of discretization, we provided a new methodology to achieve

practical, 3D, broadband, omnidirectional, macroscopic, and phase-matched cloak-

ing (‘discretized cloaking’). We then demonstrated a 2D, ray optics version, using

commercially available digital technology and integral imaging techniques (‘digital

integral cloaking’). We believe this will open avenues to bring practical invisibil-

ity to the public, as the basic technology required is already widely available and

improving quickly due to consumer demand. The principles to achieve a dynamic,

wearable cloak have already been provided in this thesis.

In the end, after trying multiple methods to achieve cloaking, it appears that

our original “Rochester Cloak” was quite close to ‘perfect’ in the paraxial regime.

The ability of this paraxial cloak to display background images clearly and undis-

torted, while mataching the background motion for moving observers or different

observers, has been a standard to achieve for other cloaking designs. In addition,

this rudimentary cloak is truly passive, where no extra lighting control is neces-

sary, and an observer can focus at different depths over a large depth-of-field. It

acts quite nicely as if it was not present, while still hiding an object effectively.
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Of course the limitation being paraxial is a large drawback for making it widely

useful, but the image quality remains one of the best, if not the best, out of the

currently available multidirectional cloaks we know. And so we come full circle.
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A Appendix: Additional

Background

A.1 ABCD matrix background

We borrow well-known linear equations from the field of geometric optics [46]. We

will assume rotational symmetry for the system. To first approximation, called

the “paraxial approximation,” light rays are assumed to deviate minimally from

the axis of rotational symmetry for the system (z in Fig. A.1). We can then see

that in the paraxial approximation, ray angles are small.

All light rays can then be described by its transverse position y and the paraxial

angle u, much like a particle can be described by its position and momentum.

Here,

u ≡ tan θ ≈ θ, (A.1)

where θ is the exact, real angle of the ray from the z-axis.

Because of the linearity of optics in the paraxial approximation, the prop-

agation of light rays through an optical system can be described by matrices.

Utilization of matrices for ray optics has a rich history, with equations that orig-

inated from Newton and Gauss [73, 74]. These matrices are called ‘ray transfer’
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Figure A.1: Light rays and the ‘ABCD’ matrix. Ray optics picture in the paraxial

approximation. We assume a rotationally symmetric system (about the z-axis), with light

traveling from left to right. The optical system (box in the center) can be described by an

‘ABCD’ matrix. This matrix maps the initial position (y) and paraxial angle (u) to those

exiting the system (y′, u′). The “object space” is the space before the ABCD system, with

index of refraction n. Likewise, the “image space” is the space after the system, with index of

refraction n′. In this diagram, y > 0, u > 0, y′ < 0, and u′ < 0, for our sign convention [72].

matrices, or ‘ABCD’ matrices, and are used as follows: y′

n′u′

 =

A B

C D

 y
nu

 , (A.2)

where n is the index of refraction, y is the transverse position, and u is the paraxial

angle, immediately before the ABCD matrix. n′, y′, and u′ are those for after the

matrix (See Fig. A.1). For example, the ABCD matrix for a space of length t,

with index of refraction nt, is the ‘translation matrix’ (or ‘transfer matrix’):

Mt =

1 t/nt

0 1

 . (A.3)

A.2 ABCD matrix for a cloak

So what does the ABCD matrix for a perfect cloaking system look like? It is

precisely the translation matrix Mt in Equation (A.3), where t = L is the length
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of the system, and nt = n = n′. This is because a perfect cloaking device simply

replicates the surrounding medium throughout its volume. We then see that y′
nu′

 =

1 L/n

0 1

 y
nu

 =

y + Lu

nu

 . (A.4)

As expected, the angle remains the same, i.e. u′ = u, and the position shifts by

the angle multiplied by the length, i.e. y′ = y + Lu.

So far we assumed the ambient medium of the cloaking device to be uniform.

Suppose this was not the case. In the paraxial approximation, we can then assume

the changes happen along z only, since transverse deviations are small. Thus

we can write n → n(z) to account for the nonuniform medium. Let’s assume

there are N segments along z within the device, such that n(z) ≡ ni is constant

for the region z ∈ [zi−1, zi). Here, z = z0 at the beginning of the device, and

z = zN = (z0 +L) at the end of the device (of length L). Then, the ABCD matrix

for a perfect cloak can be written as

N∏
i=1

1 (zi − zi−1)/ni

0 1

 = (A.5)

1 (zN−zN−1)/nN

0 1

· · ·
1 (z2−z1)/n2

0 1

·
1 (z1−z0)/n1

0 1

.
A.3 Propagation of a Field using Huygens’ In-

tegral

We first clarify our notation for writing light as an electromagnetic field. Such a

physical field can be written mathematically as a real vector:

E(r, t) =
1

2

[
Ẽ(r)e+iωt + Ẽ∗(r)e−iωt

]
= Re

{
Ẽ(r)e+iωt

}
, (A.6)
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where ω is the angular frequency, r is the position, and t is the time. Note the use

of tildes(̃ ) to denote the complex field. Ẽ(r) is the complex, spatial amplitude of

the field distribution, without the e+iωt harmonic time dependence (HTD).

Field propagation based off of Huygens’ principle of wavelet propagation, is

effective and widely used in diffraction theory and Fourier optics [51]. We first

assume that the field is in a spatially uniform ambient medium with index of

refraction n, and that the optical system is described by an ABCD matrix, which

is assumed to be rotationally symmetric for simplicity (See Fig. 3.1). Nonuniform

medium or non-rotationally symmetric systems can be derived from here.

For one transverse dimension, Huygens’ integral for free space propagation of

a complex field Ẽ1 is [45]:

Ẽ2(x2) ≈
√

i

Lλ

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ1(x1) exp [−ikρ(x1, x2)] dx1, (A.7)

where x1, x2 are the transverse positions on the input plane z = z1 and z = z2,

respectively. Equation (A.7) is derived from Huygens’ principle, which is that the

incident field for each point on a surface becomes a new source for a spherical

wave, and then approximated for paraxial fields. The input field is Ẽ1 and the

output field is Ẽ2. L is the on-axis propagation distance along the z-axis (See

Fig. 3.1). ρ(x1, x2) is the path length of an optical ray traveling from x1 to x2 in

free space. For travel through a general optical medium, it is called the optical

path length (OPL), or “eikonal function.” The OPL is the phase traversed for a

given field, and is given by

ρ(x1, x2) =

∫
C

n(s)ds, (A.8)

where n(s) is the index of refraction at the point s, along the traveled path C from

(x1, z1) to (x2, z2).

For a general optical system that is described by an ABCD matrix, we can uti-

lize Fermat’s principle to determine the OPL function ρ(x1, x2) in Equation (A.8).
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Fermat’s principle asserts that the OPL of an actual ray, between two points, is

an extremum [44, 47]. This can be restated as “all rays connecting two conjugate

points must have the same optical path length between these two points” [45].

Conjugate points are object-image points where all rays leaving the axis from the

object point will be focused back to the axis at the image point.

Using Fermat’s principle and making a paraxial approximation, the OPL for

a general optical system is shown to be [45]:

ρ(x1, x2) ≈L0 +
1

2B

(
Ax2

1 − 2x1x2 +Dx2
2

)
. (A.9)

A,B,C,D are the coefficients of the ABCD matrix. L0 =
∑

i niLi is the OPL for

a ray traveling exactly on-axis for the given system, where each ith optical element

has index of refraction ni and physical thickness Li along the longitudinal, center

axis.

Combining Equation (A.7) and Equation (A.9), and extending to rotation-

ally symmetric two-dimensions, we obtain Huygens’ integral in the Fresnel (or,

paraxial) approximation (Adapted from References [45, 75, 76]):

Ẽ2(x2, y2) =
ie−ik0L0

Bλ0

∫∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ1(x1, y1) exp
{
− i π

Bλ0[
A
(
x2

1 + y2
1

)
− 2 (x1x2 + y1y2) +D

(
x2

2 + y2
2

)] }
dx1dy1. (A.10)

λ0 and k0 are the wavelength and wavevector in free space. The input field Ẽ1

spatially depends on the transverse dimensions (x1, y1), and the output field Ẽ2

depends on (x2, y2).

As mentioned, Eq. (A.10) assumes the paraxial approximation, that the system

is rotationally symmetric (use of a single ABCD matrix), and that there are no

limiting apertures [75]. It describes a scalar, monochromatic wave propagating in

the z-direction with spatial distribution over two transverse dimensions (x, y).
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A.4 Thin, Flat Plate Approximation

Another way to see that a thin, flat plate does not affect the total ABCD matrix

is to write out the ABCD matrix for a thick, flat plate. This can be done by

noting that a thick, flat plate is just space made of the plate material. So,A B

C D


thick, flat plate

=

1 Lc/nc

0 1

 , (A.11)

where Lc and nc are the physical thickness (along z) and refractive index of the

material, for the phase-correcting flat plate, respectively. When Lc → 0, or the

plate is “thin,” we obtain the identity matrix.

Though thin optical elements are useful for first-order calculations and designs,

they are not correct models for real optical setups. In particular, the thin, flat

plate we used to correct for the full-phase of a cloaking system will break down as

the thickness of the plate increases. Equation (A.11) by itself might be difficult

to use for determining when a plate is “thin” enough. To quantify this, we can

look at the total the ABCD matrix, rather.

Let’s assume we have a ray optics cloaking system described by

1 L′/n

0 1

 ,

where L′ is its total longitudinal length and n is the ambient index of refraction.

For simplicity, let’s place a flat plate (Equation (A.11)) immediately before (or

after) the original ray optics cloak. The complete ABCD matrix for the combined

system is then A B

C D


combined

=

1 (L′/n+ Lc/nc)

0 1

 . (A.12)

To satisfy Equation (2.1) for the combined system, we then want

(L′ + Lc)

n
=
L′

n
+
Lc

nc

. (A.13)
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Assuming nc 6= n, since otherwise there would be no phase-correction by the plate,

we can only approximately satisfy Equation (A.13). We can do this by making

both sides of Equation (A.13) approach L′/n:∣∣∣∣Lc

L′

∣∣∣∣� 1, and (A.14a)∣∣∣∣Lc

L′

∣∣∣∣� ∣∣∣nc

n

∣∣∣ . (A.14b)

When the two conditions of Equations (A.14) are satisfied by the flat plate, we

can consider the phase-correcting plate to be “thin” for our purposes. Such a thin

plate will not change the ABCD matrix from the original cloaking system that

satisfied Equation (2.1).

To be careful, we see that a thick, flat plate may affect the ‘B’ coefficient inside

and outside of the integral given in Equation (3.1). Ray directions and transverse

positions are not affected much by small variations in the ABCD coefficients, but

small changes in phase may be significant. So the dependence on B inside the

integral could be problematic, but if the plate is thin so that it satisfies Equa-

tions (A.14), then this contribution becomes negligible as well. This is because

B will be dominated by L′/n. This then shows that a thin, flat plate will only

affect the phase of the exponential outside of the integral in Equation (3.1), and

the rest of the field will match Equation (3.4) very closely. This then concludes

why we can match the phase condition given in Equation (3.5) or Equations (3.9)

by including such a thin plate.
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B Appendix: Methods

B.1 Ray Optics Cloaking Methods

It is important to point out that the ABCD matrix equations in Appendix A

assumed that all the lenses are infinitely thin. In reality, lenses have thicknesses,

and this can make a difference in obtaining the correct solutions for Equation (2.1).

So to set up our simulations, we took a step further to include the lens thicknesses

and materials.

B.1.1 Three lens symmetric cloak

For the first and last lenses (1 and 3) we used 200 mm focal length, BK7, 75

mm diameter lenses (Edmund Optics stock #45-371: Plano-convex lens 75.0 mm

dia. x 200.0 mm FL, uncoated). For the center lens, we used two -100 mm focal

length, BK7, 50 mm diameter lenses, back-to-back, to create a lens with focal

length ≈−50 mm (Edmund Optics stock #45-036: Plano-concave lens 50.0 mm

dia. x -100 FL, uncoated). All lenses were catalogue optics from Edmund Optics.

From Equation (2.8), we obtain t1 = t2 ≈ 100 mm. Including the lens thicknesses

and the material indices of refraction, we optimized t1 slightly so that the afocal

condition C = 0 was closely achieved. Diameter of last lens needs to be > 150 mm
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for all rays to pass (no “vignetting”). For the CODE V simulation, the apertures

were not restricted to the actual lens sizes. The aperture stop was the first surface.

Aperture diameter sizes (for no vignetting) of the first and second diverging lenses

in the center are 54 mm and 61 mm, respectively. Total length of the system is

219 mm.

Proper alignment is important for the cloaking effect. We analyzed the sen-

sitivity of the system due to perhaps the easiest misalignment to occur- changes

in the lens separation, i.e. t1 and t2 for the three lens case. The magnification

calculations were for finite object and image “conjugates,” a distance of 2 m from

the first surface, and 5.3 m from the last surface, respectively. As stated previ-

ously, t1 = t2 with the ideal value being ≈ 100 mm. With a ±1% change in t1,

the magnitude of the effective focal length (for infinite conjugates) decreased by

a factor of ≈ 40, and the magnification changed by ≈ 10% from 1.0. For a ±10%

change in t1, the magnitude of the effective focal length (for infinite conjugates)

decreased by a factor of ≈ 400, and the magnification changed by a factor of ≈

-20 and 0.5.

Using CODE V, aberrations were calculated for the simulation given in Fig. 2.4(a),

but for an object distance of 2 m from the first surface, and an image distance of 5.3

m from the last surface. For the nominal wavelength (587.6 nm), the total surface

contributions (in mm) for the third-order ’structural’ aberrations (σ coefficients

for the transverse ray errors [72, 77]) were 4.3, -12.4, 8.4, -1.0, -4.3 for spherical

aberration, coma, astigmatism, Petzval, and distortion, respectively. The CODE

V generated axial and lateral colors were 7.7 mm and -2.9 mm, respectively, with

a total distortion of 1.4% for the −3.5◦ field angle. Most of the aberrations oc-

curred at the last (third) lens. These aberrations are expected, since only t1 was

numerically optimized (and t2 matched to t1) to produce a nearly afocal system,

while no aberration corrections were made.
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B.1.2 Four lens symmetric cloak

For the first and last lenses (1 and 4), we used 200 mm focal length, 50 mm diam-

eter achromatic doublets composed of BK7 and SF2 glasses (Thorlabs AC508-

200-A-ML: f=200 mm, 2”OD achromatic doublet, SM2 threaded mount, AR

coated 400 - 700 nm). For the center two lenses (2 and 3), we used 75 mm

focal length, 50 mm diameter achromatic doublets composed of SF11 and BAF11

glasses (Thorlabs AC508-075-A-ML: f=75 mm, 2”OD achromatic doublet, SM2

threaded mount, AR coated 400 - 700 nm). All doublets were off-the-shelf cata-

logue optics from Thorlabs and had anti-reflection coating in the visible spectrum.

For the CODE V simulations, the aperture sizes were not restricted, so as to en-

sure no vignetting. The aperture stop was the first surface. Diameters of the

second, third, and last doublets need to be > 33 mm, 51 mm, and 112 mm, re-

spectively, for no vignetting. The thick lens distance separations were obtained by

solving Equation (2.1). t1 = t3 = 255.49 mm, t2 = 332.17 mm, and total length

L = 910.15(= 332.17 + (255.49 + 10.5 + 23) ∗ 2) mm.

Again, we analyzed the sensitivity of the system due to lens separation mis-

alignments, i.e. t1, t2, and t3 for the four lens cloak. Finite conjugates were also

used for magnification, with an object distance of 2 m from the first surface, and

an image distance of 3 m from the last surface. Since ours is a symmetric cloak,

t1 = t3, which was maintained. Only one variable was changed at a time, either

t1 = t3 or t2, and not both, for this analysis. With a ±1% change in t1, the mag-

nitude of the effective focal length (for infinite conjugates) decreased by a factor

of ≈ 5× 104 ∼ 6× 104, and the magnification changed by ≈ 30− 40% from 1.0.

For a ±10% change in t1, the magnitude of the effective focal length (for infinite

conjugates) decreased by a factor of ≈ 3 × 105 ∼ 8 × 105, and the magnification

changed by a factor of ≈ -0.8 and 0.2. No changes in these values were seen for

1% ∼ 10% changes in t2, since t2 does not affect the on-axis fields at 0 degrees.
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Aberrations were calculated for the simulation given in Fig. 2.5(b) using CODE

V, but for an object distance of 2 m from the first surface, and an image distance of

3 m from the last surface. For the nominal wavelength (587.6 nm), the total surface

contributions (in mm) for the third-order ’structural’ aberrations (σ coefficients

for the transverse ray errors [72, 77]) were 10.4, -8.6, 8.2, 0.4, -8.1 for spherical

aberration, coma, astigmatism, Petzval, and distortion, respectively. The CODE

V generated axial and lateral colors were 2.4 mm and -1.3 mm, respectively, with a

total distortion of 7.7% for the −1.5◦ field angle. Most of the aberrations occurred

at the last two achromats. These aberrations are not surprising, given that no

optimization was performed, other than the use of achromats.

B.1.3 Rochester Cloak version 2

For our particular demonstration of the four lens cloak that can hide the center-

axis, we used (Refer to Figure 2.3(d)):

Lenses 1 & 4 Edmund Optics 75 mm outer diameter x 200 mm focal length,

MgF2 coated, achromatic doublet lens (Stock number #45-417),

Lenses 2 & 3 These were the same as the original Rochester Cloak. Thorlabs

AC508-075-A-ML: focal length = 75 mm, 2 inch outer diameter, achromatic

doublet, SM2 threaded mount, AR coated for 400 - 700 nm.

The calculated distances between the lens surfaces, which solved Equation (2.1)

for the thick lenses were: t1 = t3 = 249.444 mm, t2 = 333.391 mm, and total

length L = 926.159 mm.

We then used a combination of rectangular and circular mirror pairs that were

placed between lenses 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 2.7(e). This was to deflect

light around the middle region between lenses 2 and 3 so that the center-axis of

that area could be cloaked. Some of the mounts for these mirrors are visible in
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Figures 2.7(c)-(d). Ideally they should also be hidden behind lenses 1 and 4, and

can be reduced with careful alignment or larger outermost lenses (lenses 1 and 4).

Another setup we tried used all Edmund Optics lenses:

Lenses 1 & 4 Edmund Optics 75 mm outer diameter x 200 mm focal length,

MgF2 coated, achromatic doublet lens (Stock number #45-417),

Lenses 2 & 3 Edmund Optics 50 mm outer diameter x 75 mm focal length,

MgF2 coated, achromatic doublet lens (Stock number #49-291).

We present the thick lens distances that were calculated for this setup, for those

who would like to try this version as well: t1 = t3 = 248.9 mm, t2 = 333.9 mm,

and total length L = 928.5(= 333.9 + (248.9 + 23.94 + 24.5) ∗ 2) mm.

B.2 Material Data for Symmetric, Paraxial Four

Lens Cloak

Here we provide material data necessary for full-field phase-matching of the four

lens “Rochester Cloak.” Details of the lenses used can be found in Appendix B.1.2.

The index of refraction for the three Schott glasses follow the Sellmeier dis-

persion formula [44, 78]:

n2(λ) = 1 +
B1λ

2

λ2 − C1

+
B2λ

2

λ2 − C2

+
B3λ

2

λ2 − C3

. (B.1)

The Sellmeier coefficients for the Schott glasses used are given in Table B.2.

The Hikari EBAF11 glass uses a different dispersion formula than the Sellmeier

equation. Its coefficients and dispersion formula are given in Ref. [79], which were
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Table B.1: Paraxial four lens cloak specifications. Information for each surface- Radius

of curvature (mm), thickness (mm) and material type. Thicknesses denote on-axis distances to

the right of the surface until the next surface. Material type left blank implies air.

Surface Radius Thickness Material

Lens 1 (left) 109.86 8.500 Schott NBK7

Lens 1 (center) -93.11 2.000 Schott SF2

Lens 1 (right) -376.25 255.491

Lens 2 (left) 247.70 3.000 Schott NSF11

Lens 2 (center) 41.69 20.000 Hikari EBAF11

Lens 2 (right) -50.80 332.167

Lens 3 (left) 50.80 20.000 Hikari EBAF11

Lens 3 (center) -41.69 3.000 Schott NSF11

Lens 3 (right) -247.70 255.491

Lens 4 (left) 376.25 2.000 Schott SF2

Lens 4 (center) 93.11 8.500 Schott NBK7

Lens 4 (right) -109.86

Table B.2: Several Schott glass coefficients of the Sellmeier dispersion formula. C

coefficients are in units of µm2. Values from Ref. [78].

Glass B1 B2 B3

C1 C2 C3

NBK7 1.03961212 0.231792344 1.01046945

0.00600069867 0.0200179144 103.560653

SF2 1.40301821 0.231767504 0.939056586

0.0105795466 0.0493226978 112.405955

NSF11 1.73759695 0.313747346 1.89878101

0.013188707 0.0623068142 155.23629
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verified in CODE V (the optical simulation software used):

n2(λ) =2.71954649− 1.00472501× 10−2λ2

+2.00301385× 10−2λ−2 + 4.65868302× 10−4λ−4

−7.51633336× 10−6λ−6 + 1.77544989× 10−6λ−8, (B.2)

where λ is in µm.
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C Appendix: Additional Optical

Designs

C.1 Initial Multidirectional Ray Optics Cloak

C.1.1 Design

We provide a simple optical system that fulfills both requirements for a ray optics

cloak in the paraxial regime- it contains a non-zero volume to hide an object, and

satisfies Equation (2.1). Figure C.1 is such a solution. For the on-axis ray shown

(thick arrows), this appears to be perhaps a trivial solution. However, it is not as

straight-forward for all other possible ray directions and positions.

For simplicity, our system is in air, with the index of refraction of air (nair) set

to 1. The ABCD Matrix for the system is given as: 1 0

1/f5 1

.
1 −t4

0 1

.
1 t3

0 1

.
 1 0

−2
r3

1

.
1 −t2

0 1

.
1 t1

0 1

.
 1 0

−1/f1 1

, (C.1)

where the t’s are the longitudinal distances (along the z−axis) between each op-

tical element, f ’s are the focal lengths, and r3 is the radius of curvature of the

center mirror (See Figure C.1). The four thick arrows follow the path of an on-axis

ray. Note that this uses the thin lens approximation (lens thickness → 0). Also,

the z−axis follows the thick arrows, since this is the center axis of symmetry.
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Figure C.1: Diagram of our initial ray optics cloaking device in air. t’s are longitudinal

distances (along the z−axis), f ’s are focal lengths, and r3 is the radius of curvature of mirror 3.

Elements 2 and 4 are flat mirrors. The four thick arrows follow the path of an on-axis ray with

incident angle zero.

Care must be given for the signs of all the terms in Equation (C.1), so as

to remain consistent. Otherwise, the correct solution space will not be found.

We follow the convention found in Reference [72], where after odd number of

reflections the propagation distance t and the index of refraction n change signs.

With this convention, the space in which light exits (to the far-right) has index

of refraction n5 = −nair = −1 and the y-axis also changes signs (by carefully

considering propagation directions). In our space, a perfect cloaking system fulfills

the following modified condition: y′

−u′

 =

−1 −L

0 −1

y
u

 =

−(y + Lu)

−u

 . (C.2)

We desire to undo any changes that the first half of our system makes on the

light rays. Doing so may make the rays retain the same direction, similar to a

retro-reflector. This can be done by making the second half symmetric to the first

half (f5 = −f1, t4 = −t1, t3 = −t2). We can then easily solve for f1 such that
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A = −1 for the ABCD matrix:

f1 = t1 − t2. (C.3)

Serendipitously, this is the same condition that sets C = 0. As noted before,

D = −1 is automatically satisfied. Equation (C.3) shows that requiring our

system to have symmetric halves is helpful. With f1 set to Equation (C.3), the

ABCD matrix for our device simplifies to:−1 2(t1 − t2)(r3 − t1 + t2)/r3

0 −1

 . (C.4)

We can now solve for the radius of curvature of the center mirror, r3, to satisfy

the remaining condition: B = −L. With the geometry shown in Figure C.1,

L = 2 (t1 − t2 sin (2α− 3π/2)) . (C.5)

Solving for r3 we obtain our second condition:

r3 = − (t1 − t2)2

−2t1 + t2 + t2 cos(2α)
. (C.6)

It is interesting to point out that if r3 = f1, then B = 0. We see then that our

optical system can either be an identity transformation or a cloaking system.

Only equations (C.3) and (C.6) need to be met for this optical system to be

a perfect cloak, paraxially. For a lens with f1 = 200 mm, mirror 2 tilt angle

α = 150◦, and t2 = −40 mm, we solved for t1 and r3. t1 = 160 mm. We

calculated r3 = 105.3 mm from Equation (C.6). The net length of the system

was then L = 360 mm. Using these values we directly traced the real rays (using

Snell’s Law directly; accurately simulates rays in a real lens, beyond the paraxial

approximation) in CODE V, as shown in Figure C.2(a). For the simulation, we

obtained t1 by subtracting |t2| from the back focal length of the lens used, to

properly account for the lens thickness (so t1 ≈ 150 mm). We see that the on-axis
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Figure C.2: Simulations for our initial cloaking design. (a) Cloaking Design 1. Entrance

pupil is 30 mm, with field-of-view −3.5◦∼3.5◦. Diameter of last lens needs to be > 95 mm for

clearance (no “vignetting”) of all entering rays. (b) Cloaking Design 2. Same as Design 1, but

optimized for r3 to reduce transverse shifts of off-axis rays. Entrance pupil and field of view are

same, but minimum diameter for last lens has been reduced to 74 mm.
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rays are perfectly undeviated, and the other field rays are only slightly shifted

while maintaining their initial angles quite closely.

A quick optimization was run in CODE V to bring the center of the angled rays

closer to where they should be located. We simply optimized r3 only, the curva-

ture of the center mirror, and obtained the improvement shown in Figure C.2(b).

Though the size of the ray bundles entering the system (“entrance pupil”) was the

same, the required minimum diameter of the last lens was reduced by over 20 mm.

The range of incident angles that our optical system can accept (“field-of-view”)

was −3.5◦∼+3.5◦.

Both figures in Figure C.2 show some shifts in the positions of the off-axis rays.

It is easy to conclude that this may be because we used the paraxial approximation.

A careful look shows that the transverse shifts are different for different incident

angles. This hints at the system no longer being rotationally symmetric. This is

because the center mirror has a non-zero focusing power and a tilt, simultaneously.

C.1.2 Rotationally Symmetric Improvement

Typically, the ABCD ray tracing matrices assume rotational symmetry since only

y is used, instead of both x and y. We can easily correct the breaking of rotational

symmetry seen in Figure C.1. We simply replace the center mirror with a focusing

lens and a flat mirror. Since we also want symmetric halves, we will use two lenses

and a flat mirror. This is shown in Figure C.3.

The ABCD matrix for this new system is: 1 0

1/f5 1

 .
1 −t4

0 1

 .
1 t′3

0 1

 .
 1 0

−1/f ′3 1

 .
1 t3

0 1

 .
1 −t′2

0 1

 .
 1 0

1/f ′2 1

 .
1 −t2

0 1

 .
1 t1

0 1

 .
 1 0

−1/f1 1

 (C.7)
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Figure C.3: Rotationally symmetric version of our initial cloak. Cloaking Design 3.

Rotationally symmetric design of Figure C.1. t’s are longitudinal distances and f ’s are focal

lengths. Elements 2, 4 and 3 are flat mirrors. The thick arrows follow the path of an on-axis

ray with zero incident angle.

This time we would like to fix f1 to be the focal length of the lens to be used, and

instead find a solution for t1. This is because it is usually easier to purchase a

ready-made lens and then adjust the spacing, rather than the other way around.

Requiring A = −1 and C = 0, we obtain

t1 = [f1(f ′2 − t′2) + f ′2(t2 + t′2)− t2t′2] / (f ′2 − t′2) . (C.8)

With t1 set to Equation (C.8), the ABCD matrix for our device becomes:−1
(
2f1[f ′2

2 + f1(f ′2 − t′2)]
)
/f ′2

2

0 −1

 . (C.9)

Similar to the simple design before, we can solve for the the focal length of the

lens 2′, f ′2. We want B = −L′, where the total length L′ is now given by:

L′ = 2 (t1 − (t2 + t′2) sin (2α− 3π/2)) . (C.10)
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Solving for f ′2 we obtain our second condition:

f ′2 = −f
2
1 ±

√
f 2

1 (f 2
1 + 4f1t′2 + 2t′2L

′)

2f1 + L′
. (C.11)

Only equations (C.8) and (C.11) need to be satisfied for this modified cloaking sys-

tem now. However, these form transcendental equations because L′ is a function

of t1 (Equation (C.10)). At this point, we can solve for t1 and f ′2 numerically.

It is important to note that the equations above assume that all the lenses

are infinitely thin. In reality, lenses have thicknesses, and this can make a large

difference in obtaining the correct solutions for Equation (2.1). Hence, the cal-

culations for our implementation required that we take a step further to correct

Equations (C.8) and (C.11) using ‘thick’ lenses.

We simulated a symmetric cloaking system that we experimentally built, the

details of which are given in the section C.1.4. Again, we used the calculated

values for a perfect paraxial cloak, for our real ray simulation in CODE V. This is

shown in Figure C.4(a). Field-of-view was the same as Figure C.2 (−3.5◦∼+3.5◦),

but the entrance pupil was increased to 40 mm. This allows more light to enter,

which improves the resolution and ‘speed’ of the optical system. Even without any

separate CODE V optimization, we see a marked improvement over the previous,

simpler design in Figure C.2(a). The rays are closer to where they need to be,

and the size of the rays exiting the system has not increased much even compared

to Figure C.2(b).

Finally, we demonstrate the ease of scalability of our design for any cloaking

size. We only need to scale all radii of curvature, lengths, and entrance pupil by

the same factor. In Figure C.4(b), we simply doubled all of these parameters to

obtain double the cloaking space.
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Figure C.4: Simulations for rotationally symmetric version of our initial cloak. (a)

Cloaking Design 3 with four lenses. Entrance pupil is 40 mm, with field-of-view −3.5◦∼3.5◦.

Diameter of last lens needs to be > 82 mm for no vignetting. (b) Scaling of Design 3 by factor

of 2. By doubling optical curvatures, lengths and pupil, we obtain double the cloaking diameter.
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C.1.3 Limitations of Design

The design shown here, in particular Figure C.4(a), was experimentally tested.

Though not clear when viewing a 2D projection of the simulations, as shown in

Figures C.4, rays in other planes in 3D will be inverted. This made the design to

work only in a 2D plane with off-the-shelf optics that we used. To make it work in

3D, a dove prism was necessary. Another more elegant, but expensive correction,

would be to use custom-optics to make all the elements of the system completely

rotationally symmetric about an axis that connects the centers of the first and last

lenses. In order to explore simpler designs that might be achievable with readily

available optics, we investigated whether other solutions were possible and easy

to build. This then led to an all lens solution provided in Chapter 2 [5].

C.1.4 Methods for Design

Here we provide the details of the design for our experimental and simulated

design in Figure C.4(a). For the first lens and last lenses (1 and 5), we used BK-7

lenses from Edmund Optics with f1 = 200 mm (radius of curvature 103.4 mm)

and thickness 8.74 mm. For the two middle lenses (2′ and 3′), we used BK-7

lenses that were 4.5 mm thick with power close to what was optimized through

simulations. The calculations were based off of the center wavelength of 587.6 nm.

Using a tilt angle of α = 150 degrees for mirror 2, and t2 = t′2 = −20 mm, we

solved for t1 and f ′2. The result was that t1 = 141 mm and f ′2 ≈ 75 mm (radius

of curvature 38.8 mm). This was after some iterations of adjusting parameters,

since we wanted to match a readily available 75 mm focal length lens. The overall

length of the system was then L′ = 340 mm. Additionally, we made various small

changes to the base design to find an optimal setup.
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D Appendix: Digital Integral

Cloak- Supplementary

Material

This document provides supplementary information to “Digital integral cloaking”

(Chapter 4). Detailed specifications and measurements for our setup and demon-

stration are provided here. Additional principles and theory are provided to help

clarify our work.

D.1 Methods

Here we describe in detail the experimental setup, measurements, and specifica-

tions.

D.1.1 Object space

The ‘input plane’ is where the sensor lied for the input camera (Sony DSC-RX10),

and is parallel to the mechanical scanner/slider on which the input camera was

mounted. The ‘output plane’ is where the display screen (Apple iPad mini 4) lied,

along with the lenticular lens mounted on the display. The output plane is parallel

to the input plane and the two planes are separated by a distance L (L was 13 cm
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for our demonstration). The background objects consisted of four sets of colored

blocks with the dimensions shown in Table D.1 (see also Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)).

For horizontal (x) separations between the blocks, the farthest sides of the dark

Table D.1: Object dimensions. Distance is from the input plane to the center of the objects,

depth is the longitudinal (z) dimension, width is the horizontal (x) dimension, and height is the

vertical (y) dimension. (All length units are in cm.)

Objects Distance Depth Width Height

Back wall

(w/ black cover)
98

Dark green blocks 87.6 3.8 3.8 33

Red blocks 70 5.7 2.5 35

Lime green blocks 47 3.8 3.8 33

Yellow blocks 40.6 3.8 3.8 29

green blocks and the red blocks were 9 cm apart, and the farthest sides of the

lime green blocks and the yellow blocks were 18 cm apart. The blocks, from the

back side of the dark green blocks to the front side of the yellow blocks, spanned a

total depth of about 51 cm. The distance from the front face of the yellow blocks

to the camera sensor at the input plane was 39 cm.

D.1.2 Input surface

We provide details of the input surface (at z = zi) that collects the rays for

propagation using Equation (4.1).

Input scan hardware

To capture the input images at the input plane, we used a digital camera (Sony

DSC-RX10) for our ‘input camera.’ The Sony DSC-RX10 had a 1 inch 20.2 MP
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Exmor sensor for low lighting, and a f/2.8 Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T* 24-200mm

lens with 8.3x optical zoom. It was mounted on a mechanical slider (from Varavon)

that scans horizontally at a fixed speed, which can be adjusted. Visualization 4.1

shows ∼58 cm of travel on the scanner, but only (Ws + 2L tan(FOVl/2)) = 18.5

cm was necessary for our setup. Here, Ws = 12 cm was the active screen width

of the display (Apple iPad mini 4), and FOVl = 29◦ was the field-of-view (FOV)

of the output lenslet array (20 cylindrical lens-per-inch array from Micro Lens

Technology).

Input scan video

Visualization 4.2 shows the actual scan by the input camera (Sony DSC-RX10),

which was used for generating our cloaked image (Figures 4.3(c)-(f)), but mod-

ified to reduce the file size: Same 1920x1080 pixels frame size, but sped up by

500%, frame rate reduced to 30 frames/second from 60 frames/second, and bi-

trate reduced to 5 Mbps from 26 Mbps, compared to the original. With this input

scan in Visualization 4.2, we captured 60 frames per second, while scanning at

6.35 mm/s. The input camera was focused at infinity, zoomed completely out

(giving maximum spatial view), and stopped down to f/10. The field-of-view for

the camera was measured to be about 60◦ and 33◦ for the horizontal and vertical

dimensions, respectively.

D.1.3 Ray propagation processing

Without the propagation of the input rays to the output rays for L 6= 0, our system

would not be a cloaking system, but rather a 3D display system. This propagation

of rays over a finite distance is then a simple but important characteristic of a

cloak. After collecting the images from the input video scan, the video frames

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization1.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
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were processed using our code (written in C++) on our laptop (Lenovo Thinkpad

W540).

Steps to propagate rays

Each input video frame was assigned an input ray position xi, that is given by

the position of the input camera at the time the frame was captured. Each

‘view’ represents an input ray angle θi, which corresponded to a horizontal pixel

position of the input video frame. Each valid input ray was then propagated using

Equation (4.1) with y → x, (zf − zi) → L, while assuming ambient air (n = 1).

If the calculated output ray fell on a valid display pixel (in our case, an RGB

subpixel), then the image pixel information for this input ray was mapped to the

output display pixel. This then completed the ray propagation for the cloak.

Inverting propagation

For digital cloaking, it may be useful to invert Equation (4.1): yi = yf − (zf − zi) tan θf ,

θi = θf
(D.1)

Equations (D.1) show us how to find the detector pixel that should be used for

the display pixel positioned at y = yf , z = zf . For example, we can first select

detector subpixels that collect rays of the same angle (θi = θf ), color, and any

other desired attributes as the output ray. Out of these candidate subpixels, we

then select the one that has transverse (y) position closest to yi, and longitudinal

(z) position closest to zi, where yi and zi satisfy Equations (D.1). Graphically,

we can extend the dotted arrow in Figure 4.1(b) backward until it intersects the

cloaking surface, and then find the nearest matching subpixel.
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Vertical scaling

Since our demonstration was a 2D cloak that used cylindrical lenses, the vertical

pixel positions of the background objects were fixed. This implies that the vertical

size, or magnification, relative to the screen size will be constant, even if the

observer changes position only in the 2D x-z plane. However, we can at least

match the vertical magnification for a particular observer distance and object

depth combination, which is what we did. Specifically, for our demonstrations

shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, our code matched the vertical size of objects that

were 65.4 cm from the input plane (in the −z direction), which corresponded

roughly to the middle of all four sets of blocks. This object plane would then

theoretically match in vertical size when an observer was 185.4 cm from the output

plane (in the +z direction).

D.1.4 Output surface

We now describe the display (output) plane of our cloak.

Output display

The output display monitor we used was an Apple iPad mini 4. The display was

an LED-backlit LCD monitor, with an active screen size of 20 cm (=7.9 inch) in

the diagonal direction. The display pixel size was 2048 x 1536 resolution, at 326

pixels-per-inch (PPI). We assumed the display pixels were square pixels, which

was a fairly good assumption. This gives a width of 12.0 cm, and a height of 16.0

cm for the active screen size, in portrait mode. The 3 RGB (Red, Green, Blue)

subpixels that composed 1 display pixel, were long in the vertical direction and

short in the horizontal direction when the iPad mini was in portrait mode. This

is why we used the display screen in portrait mode with the slanted lenslet array

at an angle of 3 pixels vertically down, and 1 pixel horizontally across.
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Output lenslet array

The 20 cylindrical lens-per-inch array from Micro Lens Technology we used was a

very thin (0.41 mm) sheet of plano-convex lenses. This was so we could manually

adjust the separation distance between the lenslet array and the display screen.

The lenslet array was mounted on a transparent glass that was 2.3 mm thick,

using the adhesive layer on the flat side of the lenslet array. The distance between

the lenslet array and the screen was adjusted so that the LCD screen pixels lied

at the back focal plane of the lenslet array. The field-of-view of the output lenslet

array (FOVl) given by the manufacturer was 29◦.

Slanted RGB subpixel imaging

The cylindrical lenses of the output lenslet array were slanted at an angle of 3 pixels

vertically down, 1 pixel horizontally across. This then uses the 3 RGB subpixels

of the display to gain 3 times the horizontal angular resolution (in number of

‘views’), at the sacrifice of vertical resolution. Our particular combination of

slanted lenslet array and display monitor generated 51.5 discrete ‘views’ over 29◦

of viewing angles (field-of-view).

With this slanted setup, the total number of views (DimV iewXs), for a given

display monitor and lenslet array combination, is given by:

DimV iewXs =
√

10 · PPI
LPI

. (D.2)

PPI (pixels-per-inch) is the pixel density of the display monitor, and LPI (lens-

per-inch) is the lens density of the cylindrical lenslet array used. Equation (D.2)

assumes that the display pixels are uniform and square in dimension.
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D.1.5 Measurements

Here we describe the details of the “measurements” that demonstrated our 2D

digital integral cloak.

Horizontal (x) demonstration

The details for the horizontal demonstration shown in Figures 4.3(c)-(f), are now

given. The “observer” camera (Nikon D3200) was 260 cm (along +z) from the

display screen (cloak), and scanned a total distance of 61.4 cm (along −x) in

Visualization 4.3. The center of the cloak and camera aligned (0◦, or x = 0) at 13

seconds into the 20 second clip shown in Visualization 4.3. Viewing angles are pos-

itive when the observer camera is to the right (x > 0) of the cloak/display, when

facing the display screen as shown in Figures 4.3(c)-(f). Both Visualization 4.3

and Visualization 4.4 were sped up by 200%, from the original videos.

Longitudinal (z) demonstration

Figures 4.4(a)-(d) showed images from varying observer positions (z = 272 cm, 235

cm, 203 cm, and 150 cm, for Figures 4.4(a)-(d) respectively, for the display screen

located at z = 0). These positions then collect varying ranges of angles (or ‘views’)

from the light rays emitted by the output cloaking display screen. Assuming that

the center of the observer/camera aligns with the center of the cloaking screen,

we can calculate the range of horizontal (x) angles collected (FOV xobserver):

FOV xobserver = 2 arctan(Ws/2/zobs), (D.3)

where Ws is the horizontal width of the output display screen of the cloak, and

zobs is the longitudinal distance of the observer from the output screen (the output

plane, which is set to z = 0). The resulting FOV xobserver values were then 2.53◦,

2.93◦, 3.38◦, 4.59◦, for Figures 4.4(a)-(d), respectively.

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization3.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization3.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization3.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization4.mp4
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The images shown in Figures 4.4(a)-(d) were cropped, but maintained the

same pixel size as each other, just like the original images. The observer camera

for these images used a tripod to maintain the same height (y), while varying the

longitudinal distance z. We attempted to maintain the same horizontal position

x of the observer camera, but there was a variance of several cm or so. Note

that the centers of the camera and the screen must align for Equation (D.3) to be

correct. However, for the small FOV xobserver values as given in Figures 4.4(a)-(d),

the range of angles should closely match to the calculated values given.

D.2 Characterization Metrics

We present details of some of the calculations made in the main text, for the met-

rics that were used to characterize our digital integral cloak. Since our cloak was

a 2D demonstration, our analysis is limited to the horizontal (x) and longitudinal

(z) dimensions.

D.2.1 Output surface metrics

Output spatial resolution

The limiting spatial resolution of our cloaking system was given by the output

lenslet array. The spatial resolution then can simply be calculated by inverting the

lens per length value of the lenslet array. So for the 20 lens-per-inch (LPI) lenslet

array we used, the spatial resolution is given by 1.27 mm = 1/(20 lens/inch).

This is the width of a single lens of the output lenslet array. However, this is

true only if the cylindrical lenslet arrays were not slanted at an angle. Since

we used RGB subpixel interlacing, we slanted our lenslet array at an angle of 1

pixel across (horizontally) to 3 pixels down (vertically). The corrected horizontal
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spatial resolution (dX ′s in inches) is then given by

dX ′s =
1

LPI
·
√

10

3
. (D.4)

The limiting spatial resolution of our cloak, calculated from Equation (D.4), is

then 0.0527 inch = 1.34 mm.

Output display pixel spacing

The output display monitor (iPad mini 4) had a pixel density of 326 pixels-per-

inch (PPI). So the pixel spacing resolution (horizontal or vertical) of the output

display is 0.078 mm. Since we use RGB subpixel interlacing, we actually use the

3 RGB subpixels, giving a finer spatial resolution of 0.078/3 mm = 0.026 mm per

RGB subpixel.

This small pixel resolution was used in calculating the propagated ray positions

(Equation (4.1)) more precisely than the spatial resolution of the lenslet array

(Equation (D.4)), for our cloaking demonstration. However, using the spatial

resolution in Equation (D.4) also seemed to provide similar images, likely due to

the relatively small spacing of both values compared to the observation distances.

Output angular resolution

The limiting angular resolution of our cloaking system was given by the output

surface (display + lenslet array). The angular resolution (dθo) is simply

dθo =
FOVl

DimV iewXs

. (D.5)

FOVl is the field-of-view (FOV) of the lenslet array, and DimV iewXs is the

total number of views from Equation (D.2). For the digital integral cloak we

demonstrated, dθo = 0.56◦.
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D.2.2 Input surface metrics

Ideal input system

First, the quality of input rays captured rely on the ability to separate position

and angle (momentum) precisely, with no cross-talk. This is done by focusing the

input camera to infinity (see Figure 4.2(a)) and ‘stopping down’ the aperture. The

sum effect of these two steps is that a single input ray (with fixed input position

and angle) is mapped to a single detector pixel.

Input spatial resolution

Recall that for the input scan we used (see Visualization 4.2), we captured 60

frames per second, while scanning at 6.35 mm/s. This high frame rate and slow

scan gave a horizontal spatial resolution (dXc) of 0.106 mm for the spacing between

input camera positions:

dXc =
vscan−s
FPSc

. (D.6)

Here, vscan−s is the speed of the scan in units of (length/second), and FPSc is the

frame-per-second frame rate of the input camera.

Input angular resolution

Focusing to infinity maps the same ray angles to the same detector pixels of the

input camera. Hence the input ray angles are then limited by both the aberrations

of the camera and the detector pixels. With a highly aberration-corrected Carl

Zeiss lens, we assume aberrations were minimal. Then the horizontal input angular

resolution (dθi) is given by

dθi =
FOVc
DimXf

, (D.7)

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
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where FOVc is the horizontal field-of-view of the input camera, and DimXf is

the total number of horizontal pixels for the input video frame. dθi corresponds

to the uncertainty in the input ray angles. For our case, dθi ≈ 60◦/1920 = 0.031◦.

Input aperture

Next, we needed to ensure that each transverse object position was mapped to

separate detector pixels as well. This can be achieved by ‘stopping down’ the

aperture of the input camera. Doing so decreases the aperture size, reducing

the transverse (x, y) spatial extent of the rays that are captured by the input

camera. Otherwise, blurring of the input images occur, i.e., a reduced depth-of-

field results. It is well known in optics and photography that smaller ‘f-numbers’

(=focal length/aperture size) or reduced aperture size, improves the depth-of-

field, which is how clear (‘in-focus’) the objects appear. Ideally, the aperture size

should be infinitely small, but then the amount of light entering is infinitely small,

too. So we balanced this by using an f-number (f/#) = f/10.

With the input f/#, we can calculate the diameter of the input aperture stop

(CAi) used:

CAi =
f

f/#
. (D.8)

Here, f is the focal length used. The specifications for the Sony DSC-RX10 input

camera stated the focal length range to be f = 8.8 - 73.3 mm. Since we had

zoomed all the way out, we used f= 8.8 mm. This then gives an input aperture

size CAi=0.88 mm. CAi gives roughly the range of transverse spatial positions of

the objects that are captured for each detector pixel of the input camera. This is

particularly true when the lens is focused to objects at infinity, since only a single

collimated ray bundle will enter the lens and be focused onto a single detector

pixel (ignoring diffraction and aberrations). So CAi in this way is proportional

to the blurring of objects in the input images.
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Figure D.1: (a)-(b) Input scan video frames. Snapshots at (a) 11 second, and (b) 17

second from Visualization 4.2. Large depth-of-field of the input scan is demonstrated, with

objects from 39 cm to 98 cm (back wall) from the camera (input plane).

The number to compare to CAi would be the aperture set by the output

surface, which is given by the spacing of a single lens in the output lenslet array

(1.34 mm), or the output spatial resolution (Equation (D.4)). Again, the output

lenslet array can be seen to be the limiting element for spatial resolution and

blurring of objects in the cloak. It is worth noting that CAi is different than the

positional uncertainty of the input camera; the latter is the uncertainty for each

input ray position, and is given by the input spatial resolution (Equation (D.6))

of the camera scan we determined earlier (0.106 mm).

Input depth of field

Here we discuss the depth-of-field of our input system briefly. Figure D.1 shows

snapshots of the input scan used for our cloaking system (see Visualization 4.2).

We can see that all the blocks, even the groove lines in the white wall, and the

patterns on the back wall are in good focus. Again, the input camera was not

the limiting factor for our cloaking system, as we could achieve several meters

of depth-of-field easily, but the display (output) surface limited both the spatial

and angular resolutions, and hence also what object depths that could be shown

clearly.

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2.mp4
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D.2.3 Other system metrics

Sensitivity to misalignment

Misalignment in hardware setup and imprecise propagation calculations can re-

duce the cloak quality. These can physically be manifested in skewed angles, shifts

in object positions, or mismatching speeds of object movements as seen on the

cloak, when compared to the actual background without the cloak. Our system

seemed to be most sensitive at the output surface. This is mainly due to the high

pixel density (326 pixels-per-inch) of the output display. So the horizontal spatial

sensitivity (dxmis) of an unslanted lenslet array to be misaligned on the display is

such that a 0.078 mm change in position will shift the ‘view’ seen by an observer.

For slanted lenslet arrays, which is what we used, dxmis is 3 times more sensitive

(0.026 mm).

Ideally, the angle of the lenslet array should align exactly along the display

pixel line. Even 1 pixel change across the total height of the display screen will

begin to cause deviations from the ideal image. So the angular sensitivity (dθ′mis)

of the alignment of the lenslet array with respect to the display screen pixels is

dθ′mis = 2 arctan

(
(1/2)(3/

√
10)(1/3/PPI)

Hsin

)
, (D.9)

where PPI is the pixels-per-inch linear pixel density, and Hsin is the active display

screen height in inches. Equation (D.9) is for slanted lenslet array mounting on

the display. For unslanted lenslet mounting, the (3/
√

10) factor in arctan should

be removed. For our demonstrated digital integral cloak with slanted lenslets,

dθ′mis = (8.8 × 10−3)◦, We can see that increased resolution of displays used

require increasingly careful mounting of the lenslet array on the display screen, in

both relative positioning and angular alignment.
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Other factors

Other causes of reduced image quality for the cloak include non-uniform bending

of the lenslet array plane toward or away from the display screen, and aberrations

of the lenslet arrays themselves. Since easily accessible lenslet arrays are spherical

or cylindrical in curvature, even spherical aberrations are not corrected. These

aberrations effectively increase the depth and transverse size of the focal point

of the lenslet arrays. The result is that the display pixels will not be in focus

and multiple display pixels will mix, causing blurring of the output image. Even

simple lens optimizations of the lenslet array surfaces should improve the cloaking

quality.

D.3 Additional discretized cloaking designs

We suggest a few other methods for discretized cloaking, than the digital integral

cloak we presented in Chapter 4.

D.3.1 Passive optical fiber cloak

Optical fibers or other optics, with good anti-reflection coatings, can be used to

collect and transmit analog measurement values. Some advantages of this include

cloaking in a passive (rather than active) manner, and that its spectrum can be

continuously broadband. A disadvantage is that the cloakable volume will be

reduced by the fibers now occupying some of this space. The amount of fiber can

be reduced by using micro-arrays of objective lenses to couple the input light into

the fibers, but at the price of cost and decreased resolution.
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Figure D.2: Lensless ‘integral cloaking’ surface. Cross-section view shown. Detector

and/or display subpixels can be placed on curved pixels. The top layer, which has holes for rays

to pass, can be made to absorb light, or also detect incident light to calculate and compensate

for irradiance losses.

D.3.2 Lensless digital integral cloak

Additionally, a discretized cloak without lenses is possible by using curved surfaces

for detection and emission of rays. This is similar to one of the original methods

proposed by Lippman for integral photography [80]. An example surface of such

a cloak is shown in Figure D.2. This method might be easier to mass-produce and

align than integral cloaking with lenses, and its field-of-view will not be limited

by lens curvatures (although limited in other ways).

D.3.3 Digital integral cloak with 25 inch display monitor

Figures D.3(a) and D.3(b) show the setup for our 2D integral cloak. For the

image capture (input) plane, we used a large field-of-view camera, mounted on a

mechanical slider that scans horizontally at a fixed speed (see Visualization 4.1-

HP25bw). Rays from the camera are processed by a computer that uses Equa-

tion (4.1) (‘y’ replaced by ‘x’) to determine the output rays for each display pixel.

We used a 25 inch (diagonal) color monitor overlaid by a cylindrical lenslet array

(10 lenses/inch) for the display (output) plane of the cloak. Both monitor and

lenslet array were commercially available. By slanting the cylindrical lenses, we

utilized the 3 RGB subpixels to gain 3 times the horizontal angular resolution

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization1-HP25bw.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization1-HP25bw.mp4
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(in number of ‘views’), at the sacrifice of vertical resolution [69]. Our particular

combination of slanted lenslet array and display monitor generated 28 discrete

‘views’ over 48◦ of viewing angles (field-of-view). Each ‘view’ corresponds to a

discrete ray angle/momentum that can be displayed for our system. The input

plane (camera + slider) and display screen were separated by L ≈ 9.5 inches

(See Figure D.3(b)). The background objects (books and poster) ranged from 8.5

inches to 12.5 inches away from the input plane. For a 3D integral cloak, a fly’s

eye lens with spherical lenses on a 2D plane will work, as suggested initially. The

bottleneck for a 3D version will likely be the input plane, as raster scanning over

the 2D (x-y) plane would be necessary if using a single camera. A faster method,

though more costly, would be to use a 2D array of detectors, combined with a

fly’s eye lenslet array, as initially shown in Figure 4.2(b).

Figures D.3(c)-(f) show a demonstration of this 2D integral cloak. A camera at

a fixed height (y) and fixed distance z from the cloak was placed on a slider to scan

horizontally (x). This camera was about 120 inches (along z) from the display

screen, and scanned a total distance of 38 inches (along x) in Visualization 4.2-

HP25bw. Figures D.3(c)-(f) show 3/4 of the total video, so correspond to about

13.5◦ range of viewing angles. The objects behind the cloak match in horizontal

alignment and size (magnification) for varying depths of objects (from the cloak).

The vertical magnification matched for a particular observer distance and object

depth combination only, since this was a 2D cloak that used cylindrical lenses.

In our case, we matched for the object depth of the “UR” poster, so that its

vertical size was matched from the observation point near that of Figures D.3(c)-

(f). However, if spherical fly’s eye lenslet arrays are used for a full 3D integral

cloak, the vertical alignment and magnification will match for varying object and

observer distances. Figures D.3(g)-(i) show images from varying observer positions

(z = 66 inch, 129 inch, and 232 inch, for (g), (h), and (i), respectively, for display

screen at z = 0). As an observer moves closer to the cloak, a larger amount of

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2-HP25bw.mp4
http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2-HP25bw.mp4
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Figure D.3: (a)-(b) Integral cloak setup. Using cylindrical lenslet arrays, a 2D imple-

mentation is shown. A camera on a slider (input plane) scans horizontally to gather input rays.

The lenslet array on the display screen, together (output plane) emit rays according to Equa-

tion (4.1). The space between the input plane and output plane (separated by a distance L) is

the cloaked space. (c)-(f) Integral cloak horizontal (x) demonstration. Screen shots by a

camera that moved horizontally across the room (see Visualization 4.2-HP25bw). The displayed

output on the screen horizontally aligns with the background objects (poster and books), as the

observer (camera) moves left or right (over ≈13.5◦ range). A rod placed between the input and

output planes is cloaked. (g)-(i) Integral cloak longitudinal (z) demonstration. Observer

(camera) at different distances in front of the display screen of the cloak. The horizontal field-

of-views displayed on the screen were (g) 19◦, (h) 10◦, and (i) 5◦. Images shown were zoomed

and cropped to be similar in size. The field-of-view displayed on the cloaking screen changes to

make the screen appear absent/cloaked.

http://www.josephschoi.com/media/cloak/DigIntClk2016/Visualization2-HP25bw.mp4
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the background scene is shown by the cloak. This is as expected for a cloak that

appears as if absent (transparent).
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angular range, 25

paraxial cloak
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ray optics, 7
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